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IN THIS CATALOG

we have condensed and brought together information to help you put air to work

with the equipment best suited to your requirements. A nationwide Westinghouse-

Sturtevant field organization is ready to assist you in the selection and application of

this equipment.

You will find a table of contents covering the entire Product Section as part of

the Cross Reference Index on page 5. The many industrial uses for these products

are described in an Application Section. It has a complete table of contents on page 27.

In the back of the catalog you'll find many useful tables, charts and data for air

handling and air conditioning engineering reference. Its index is on page 41.

AIR

D
can be made to work for you to improve the productive

efficiency of Men • Methods • Machines • Materials

To help you put air to work for higher produc-

tion, Westinghouse-Sturtevant gives you:

APPLICATION SERVICE

Thirty-six Westinghouse-Sturtevant sales offices shown on the opposite page

put a full, technically-trained field force at your service. These men are no further

away than your telephone. A call will bring competent engineering or complete,

detailed information at no obligation.

This field force has supporting it a staff of application specialists located in the

larger cities across the country. The sole purpose of these men is to assist the regular

sales organization, and none is more than overnight distance from any spot in his

territory. Each is an expert in the application of his products, and will work with

your own engineers, or with your consultants to help select and apply the equipment

which best fills your special needs.

Westinghouse-Sturtevant offers the most complete line of air handling and air

conditioning equipment available from a single manufacturer and the application

know-how of its field organization to aid you in obtaining the best results. More than

eighty years of experience in "putting air to work" are represented in these products

and services—when properly selected and applied. Westinghouse-Sturtevant air han-

dling and air conditioning equipment can mean increased output from your plant,

your processes, your machines and your people.



NDISTRIBUTOR SERVICE

To meet your specific air conditioning needs involving refrigeration and self-

contained air conditioners, a nationwide installing distributor organization offers

facilities for application, installation and service. Westinghouse Distributors are com-

petent and dependable. Only the best are franchised ... to protect you and the

Westinghouse name. They put well-trained engineers and complete shop facilities at

your service, and maintain stocks of equipment.

The nearest Westinghouse office will gladly put you in touch with the Air Condition-

ing Distributor best equipped to serve you, or you can find him listed in the local

classified telephone directory.

-NATIONWIDE FACILITIES

Three complete plants, strategically located across the country, have up to

date, efficient manufacturing and stocking facilities. You are assured of the advan-

tages of quality production that mean precise adherence to standards, interchange-

ability of many components, and clean-fitting renewal parts. The main plant and

headquarters are at Hyde Park, Boston, Massachusetts. Two other well-equipped

plants are located at La Salle, Illinois, and Berkeley, California.

Local assistance is available from our offices throughout the country to give

you replacements quickly . . . efficiently . . . whenever needed. A wide variety of

repeat-order items, especially for air conditioning equipment, are centrally stocked



for shipment as soon as orders are received. Prompt service is given on built-to-order

parts, and emergency service is usually available when serious breakdowns occur.

A special Preventative Maintenance Survey will be made without obligation by
our local offices. Trained men study your equipment and recommend standby replace-

ment parts, enabling you to operate longer at peak efficiency by avoiding even a tem-
porary shutdown from the lack of essential replacement parts.

RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING

Westinghouse laboratories are constantly at work to improve basic physical

properties and operating characteristics of all products and their components. The
advanced engineering of equipment design and application insures high operating

economy and trustworthy performance.

Basic components are designed and built by Westinghouse to work together

with the highest possible matched efficiency. Auxiliary equipment, too, such as elec-

trical apparatus, is also made by Westinghouse. Every Westinghouse product must
live up to the pledge:

you can 3E suRE ...iF itsWestinghouse
Thafs why the Undivided Responsibility-the one-equipment warranty behind all

major elements of your installation-means satisfaction for years. Only Westinghouse
offers you . . .

E THE MOST COMPLETE PRODUCT LINE FOR
AIR HANDLING AND AIR CONDITIONING fc



UICK FINDER CHART
WESTINGHOUSE-STURTEVANT PRODUCTS

GENERAL
PURPOSE FANS

INDUSTRIAL
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euAPPLICATIONS 1
FOR "PUTTING AIR TO WORK"

HEATING AND VENTILATING

Heating

Heating and Ventilating

INDUSTRIAL PROCESS WORK

Exhaust Ventilation MAKE-UP AIR

Equipment Ventilation or Cooling

Dust Control

Pneumatic Conveying :

Fume and Vapor Exhaust MAKE-UP AIR

Vapor Absorption

Heavy Duty Applications

Process Drying and Cooling

HEAVY DUTY AND MECHANICAL DRAFT

-

Heavy Duty Process Work

Forced Draft

Induced Draft

AIR CONDITIONING

Process Air Conditioning

Comfort Air Conditioning

AIR CLEANING -ELECTRONIC

General Air Cleaning

1

1

Process Air Cleaning
i

Oil Mist Control
•

Recommended for most applications Recommended where required



QUICK FINDER INDEX
FOR "PUTTING AIR TO WORK"

AIR CONDITIONING ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT AIR CLEANERS
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HOW TO USE THE QUICK-FINDER INDEX
All parts of the Equipment and Application Sections are

listed at right, tn well as major headings of the Useful

Data. The colored tabs carry throughout the book to

enable you to find what you want quickly and easily.

EQUIPMENT SECTION

GENERAL PURPOSE FANS

SilenWane Fans

Turbovane Fans

Vent Sets

Fan Units

PAGE

INDUSTRIAL FANS
Industrial Fans

CI Volume Fans ....
Axiflo Fans

Centrifugal Compressors

HEAVY DUTY FANS
TV Heavy Duty Fans

SP Heavy Duty Fans

Forced Draft Heavy Duty Fans

Induced Draft Heavy Duty Fans

HEAT TRANSFER PRODUCTS
Industrial Heaters ....
Unit Heaters

Heating and Ventilating Units

Heating Coils

Cooling Coils

AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
Air Conditioning Compressors, .

Self-Contained Air Conditioners

Air Conditioning Units .

Surface Dehumidifiers .

Filter and Air Washers .

Condensers

Water Chillers

ELECTRONIC AIR CLEANERS

Horizontal Units

Semi-Automatic Wash Units

Encased Units ....
Cubicle Units ....
Vertical Units ....
Oil Mist Control Units

APPLICATION SECTION

HEATING AND VENTILATING

Heating

Heating and Ventilating

!

INDUSTRIAL PROCESS WORK
Exhaust Ventilation ....
Equipment Ventilation ....
Dust Control

Pneumatic Conveying ....
Fume Exhaust

Vapor Exhaust

Vapor Absorption

Process Drying

Heavy Duty Applications

Process Cooling

AIR CONDITIONING
Process Air Conditioning

Comfort Air Conditioning

AIR CLEANING-ELECTRONIC
Precipitron Electronic Air Cleaners

MECHANICAL DRAFT

Forced and Induced Draft Fans .

USEFUL DATA SECTION

Index

Fan Selection Data
Fan Application Data ....
Unit Heater Selection Data
Cooling Estimate Form ...
Air Conditioning Selection Data

28

29

30

30
31

31

32

32

33

34

35
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36
37

38-39

41

42-44

45-48

49-50
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Belt-driven Silentvane Fan with up blast discharge. Stream-

lined inlet provides smooth, full flow of air to wheel.

Direct-driven Silentvane Fan with down blast discharge.

Quiet operation and high mechanical efficiency typify the

Silentvane design.

for heating and ventilating,

air conditioning and general

Silentvane Fans
air handling

The Silentvane Fan is designed for a wide range of general purpose

commercial and industrial applications. Incorporating an improved

wheel with backwardly-inclined blades, it assures self-limiting or

true non-overloading horsepower characteristics that reach their

maximum horsepower in the usual range of operation, permitting

the motor to operate most efficiently. Wheel design and streamlined

flow of air result in an extremely quiet fan. Mechanical efficiency

reaches a peak of 86% with efficiencies exceeding 80% over a large

portion of the performance range.

Silentvane Fans are applicable for total pressures up to 3 34" (Class I)

and 6 34" (Class II

)

t and are made in 23 sizes, single and double

widths, with wheel diameters from 1214" to 108 3/*".

Fans are available for applications requiring special features: high

temperature to 700° F.; vapor handling; rubber, Nitrocote and Here-

site coatings; spark resistant and sparkproof.

For further information, request Descriptive Bulletin 90-210 from
your local Sturtevant office.

SILENTVANE FANS-SWSI Class I

Condensed Capacity and Dimension Table

Vj" Static Pressure 1" Static Pressure 2" Static Pressure Overall

Size

1 000 1

dm

pm Outlet

locity

1300 fpm Outlet

Velocity

1700 fpm Outlet

Velocity

cfm rpm hp

Dimensio

(in inchc

H W*

ns

J

rpm hp

.14

.16

.20

.23

cfm

1204
1365
1664
2030

rpm hp D

52V2
55
571/2

60

860
1050
1280
1560

1260
1130
1004
900

1770
1523
1350
1220

.38

40
.47

.55

1462
1785
2176
2665

2290
2060
1830
1643

.83

.99

1.16
1.37

29
32
36
39

23
24
25
27

25
27
29
32

62V2

65
67V2
70

1900
2320
2830
3460

810
720
641
578

.27

.31

37
.43

2470
3020
3680
4500

1086
976
870
784

65
.78

.92

1.08

3230
3940
4810
5890

1466
1323
1180
1060

1.62

1.93

2.28
2.70

38
42
45
50

29
30
32
37

35
38
41
45

75
80
85
90

4220
5150
6280
7660

519
460
412
367

.51

.58

.69

.81

5490
6690
8160
9958

706
627
558
499

1.26
1.49
1.74
2.03

7180
8750
10690
13022

951
848
762
680

3.18

3.77
4.42

5.20

54
60
66
72

40
42
45
48

50
55
60
66

95
100
105
115

9350
11410
13910
16980

333
302
274
247

.98

1 20
1.46
1.78

12155
14833
18083
22074

453
410
372
336

2.49
3 03
3.70
452

15895
19397
23647
28866

617
557
507
457

6 35
7 75
9.45

11.5

80
88
96

106

54
58
62
67

72
80
87
96

125
135
145
155

20710
25270
30820
37610

224
203
184
166

2.18
2.66
3.24
3.96

26923
32851
40066
48893

315
276
250
226

6.04
6.70
8.20

10.0

35207
42959
52394
63937

414
376
340
308

14.1

17.2

21.0

250

117
128
141
158

72
79
86
94

106
116
131
144

165
175
185

45890
55980
68300

151
137
124

4.82
5.86
718

59657
72774
88790

205
186
168

122
14.8

18.2

78031
95166
116110

279
252
228

31 .1

37.9

464

173
190
210

102
111
121

158
174
192

*Mea« ured parallel to sha ft.

Turbovane Fans
Heavy-duty Turbovane Fans with operating characteristics and
features similar to those above are available for higher pressures.

The Turbovane Fans provide high efficiency, a broad range of per-

formance and dependable operating characteristics. They feature

an improved wheel with backward! y inclined blades. Medium speeds
and decreased turbulence of air flow through the wheel, plus rela-

tively quiet operation, are assured by radial blade depth, moderately
steep pitch and straight blades. Motors operate at their most efficient

point due to self-limiting horsepower feature.

Housing is of welded construction, rigidly braced and supplied with

quickopening access doors, Wheels have 12 blades and are of
welded and riveted construction. Carefully balanced to assure smooth
operation, the wheel design permits an unrestricted air path through
the rotor with dust deposit on the blades reduced to a minimum.

Turbovane Fans are available in 23 sizes, single and double width in

three standard classes and for temperatures up to 900° F.

For further information, request Descriptive Bulletin 92-110 from
6 your local Sturtevant office.

position, and designation of d uiion and discharge on both Silentvane and Turbovane Fans, see page 14.

Turbovane Fan with Vane Control. Ideal for heavy-
• ol applications requiring high efficiency at all

loads and non-ovorlooding horsepower characteristics



GENERAL PURPOSE FANS

Ventilating Sets

Ventilating sets are completely self-contained, compact units avail-

able in two types, direct-connected and V-Belt driven. Both have

convertible housings for discharge at various angles. V-Belt Venti-

lating Sets are centrifugal fan units, adaptable to either indoor or

outdoor installation and are particularly suitable for a wide variety

of heating, ventilating and air conditioning applications. They are

especially suitable wherever quietness is essential.

Direct-connected ventilating sets also are centrifugal fan units with

Rexvane wheels having eight cleanable radial blades curved into the

inlet in the direction of rotation. Rexvane ventilating sets are particu-

larly adaptable for ventilating toilets, stockrooms, locker rooms,

cleaning tanks and general industrial fume exhaust.

For further information, request Descriptive Bulletin 91-310 (V-Belt

Drive) and Descriptive Bulletin 91-325 (Direct-Connected) from
your local Sturtevant office.

For fan drive arrangements, motor position, and designa-

tion of direction of rotation and discharge, see page 14.

VENTILATING SETS-V-Belt Drive and Direct-Connected

Condensed Capacity and Dimension Table

V-Belt

SIZE RPM HP

D 1300 3/4

F 1000 %
2 900 3/4

3 850 2

4 650 3
5 520 3

6 420 3
6 1/2 390 5

cfm

i/
4 "$P %"SP

1610 1570
1975 1900
2630 2495
5160 5000
6800 6575
8780 8325
10550 10100
13950 13500

Overall Dimensions

Y2 "SP Height Width
4
Depth

1520 29 27 17
1810 33 28 24
2360 31 28 20
4830 36 33 25
6350 40 37 30
7950 48 40 34
9650 53 44 39
13000 58 51 43

Direct-Connected (Rexvane)

cfm Overall Dimensions
SIZE RPM HP

Rll

V'SP %"$P

185

y2 "sp Height

13

Width
*

15

Depth

1725 1/20 250 9

R13 1140 1/20 255 16 16 11

R13 1725 1/8 525 480 430 16 17 11

R16 860 1/12 505 20 19 15

R16 1140 1/8 855 745 570 20 19 15

R16 1725 1/3 1420 1380 1330 20 19 15

R17 860 1/12 710 340 22 22 17

R17 1140 1/6 1130 1030 890 22 20 17

R17 1725 1/2 1870 1820 1760 22 20 17

R22 860 1/4 1580 1400 1170 26 24 21

R22 1140 1/2 2320 2210 2060 26 24 21

R23 860 1/3 2125 1920 1675 28 28 23

R23 1140 3/4 2950 2860 2760 28 25 23

* Measured parallel to shaft.

Fan Units

Fan units are self-contained motor-driven twin fans complete in a

casing with openings for duct connections at entrance and exit, giving

straight-through air movement. They can be floor or platform

mounted or suspended from ceiling. Their principal application is

for exhaust systems and for general ventilating air supply.

A unit consists of two Silentvane fan wheels with backwardly-inclined

blades enclosed in a welded steel frame having removable panels.

The wheels are mounted on a single shaft supported by ball bearings.

The unit is provided with an adjustable motor base, V-belt drive and

belt guard. The V-belt drive is adjustable for changing speed. Various

motors and air outlet locations are available. Filter sections of the

angle or flat type are optional.

Fan un:ts may be combined with heating and/or cooling coil sections.

See also Heating and Ventilating Units on page 17 and Air Con-
ditioning Units on page 22.

for air supply, exhaust and

general ventilation

V-Belt Vent Set with Multivane Wheel. Ideal where quietness

is essential. Convertible housing illustrated for horizontal discharge.

Direct Drive Vent Set with Rexvane Wheel. Particularly adapted

to industrial fume exhaust or dust because of easily cleaned blades.

Fan Unit is a se

contained exhaust

or supply fan for

straight- through
duct connections.

FAN UNITS

Condensed Capacity > and Dimension Tables

Overall Dimensions— In,

Unit

Size

Vi Static Pressure
(Incl. Motor & Drive)

cfm rpm bhp Width Height Depth*

333 2400 1095 .44 45 26 45
583 3600 1070 .75 63 26 45
833 5400 850 1.20 69 34 53
1250 8130 700 1.90 95 34 55
1896 12350 575 2.80 101 43 65
2334 15100 525 3.50 no 51 75
2812 18400 475 4.30 116 57 81

{Capacities are at 1600 fpm outlet velocity.

•Direction of airflow.



Industrial Fan for

rugged applications

in general industry

involving severe oir

handling and ma-

terial handling re-

quirements.

VHIELS Aftf AVAILA1LI FOR THE INDUSTRIAL FAN.

I Hondl.ng
Wheel for general

vawdui* granular

ore encountered

lo»a

p;
' <o» o*i

far air handling and
material handling uses

Industrial Fans

The Industrial Fan is a rugged design to meet the requirements of

industry for both air handling and material handling applications.

It is built with three standard types of wheels: 1) Air Handling,

2) Material Handling, and 3) Long Shavings wheels.

The Air Handling Wheel has backwajdly-inclined blades for

highest operating efficiency for general industrial air handling, It is

particular!) suitable for exhausting smoke, fumes, gases and light

dusts from various industrial processes as well as for oven circula-

tion, heat treating and drying applications. This wheel features low

power consumption over a wide range of volumes and pressures.

The Material Handling Wheel is a heavy-duty, straight-bladed,

side-plate type designed for general purpose industrial material han-

dling It is especially adaptable to grinding and butting wheel exhaust

sv stems and con\e\ing materials such as sawdust, granular materials

and chips This wheel combines high fan efficiency with material

handling featurCI

The Long Shavings Wheel is | material handling wheel without

side plates and is designed part km lark for those material handling

applications where long, string) materials must pass through the

ngi ut convertible as to discharges In ill lixet. The wheels

Done bed plate type for iturd) construction Hot

duty ball hc.uings lit furnished as standard for long MTViOC with

minimum miintfnsncf Standard accetaoriei include both bolted

.ess doors. n.,nged inlets and outlets, and

outlet dampers Standard irinaynnrnll can be furnished for either

i lion or v ik-it drive

The Industrial I an ^ available with rubber lining; or with i variety

it can be oonetructed oi ipecial metals to

ottvc of corrosive conditions The Industrial I

otitis wheel and oil lubricated Kill boarinaa

y applications up to vtxi" I i-ot tl

* iih ivmtei ooolod and oovon
i

i
...... i

I

tionall) rugged dut)

i 1 M/es »nh CapacHtH langmg Irom
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INDUSTRIAL FANS

Cast Iron Volume Fans

Cast Iron Volume Fans are designed to provide long, trouble-free

service at low cost under severe operating conditions. Universal in

application, they may be used either for exhausting or blowing. As
exhausters, they are used to remove fibrous, abrasive, and other
nuisance or destructive industrial dusts, and to exhaust process

fumes. As blowers, they furnish efficient blast for forges, gas, oil

and pulverized fuel burners, and supply air for cooling transformers,

motors, molds and other machinery.

The cast iron fan housing provides strength and protection against

mildly corrosive conditions and is easily converted as to discharge.

Bearings are completely enclosed for use where dust, grit and dirt

fill the air. Special wheels are available for handling long shavings,

stringy or fibrous material.

These fans are available in 10 sizes with capacities from 200 to

13,500 cfm and pressures from 1" to 14" water gauge.

For further information, request Descriptive Bulletin 90-310 from
your local Sturtevant office.

For fan drive arrangements, motor position, and designa-

tion of direction of rotation and discharge, see page 14.

CAST IRON VOLUME FANS

Condensed Capacity and Dimension Table

for air or material handling,

blower or exhaust work

A
) to* I

•Measured parallel to shaft.

s,^4

Max. 2" Suction at Hoods 3" Suction at Hoods Overall

Fan

Size

Dla
Max. Dimensions

of

Main

Load

Area

5" Fan Pressure 7 Vi
' Fan Pressure (in inches)

rpm cfm hp rpm cfm hp Height Width' Depth

00 4V2 13 4440 350 .6 14 13 12

5V2 19 3730 514 .9 4560 627 1.6 16 16 15
1 6V2 27 3340 730 1.3 4090 895 2.3 17 18 17
2 7V2 35 2910 973 1.5 3560 1190 2.7 21 20 19

3 9 51 2250 1405 2.0 2750 1715 3.7 26 25 24
4 IOV2 69 1890 1905 2 9 2310 2330 5.4 31 29 28
5 12 91 1720 2500 4.0 2100 3050 7.4 35 31 32
6 14 123 1500 3380 5.6 1840 4140 10.2 41 35 37

7 16 160 1075 4425 5.9 1315 5400 10.8 49 42 45
8 18 203 955 5600 7.5 1185 6850 13.9 56 48 50

Cast Iron Volume Fan for severe

industrial applications of exhausting

or blowing where fibrous, abrasive

or mildly corrosive conditions are

encountered.

Industrial Fan, Ar-

rangement 8, with

direct-drive and top

angular up discharge.

Industrial Fan,

Arrangement 9,

with V-belt drive

and top horizontal

discharge.



DUSTRIAL FANS for general industrial

supply and exhaust

Axiflo Fans
are of the axial flow type, especially

set the requirements of modern industrial

ire available in either the straight-
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INDUSTRIAL FANS for high pressure

industrial service

Design 9 Centrifugal Compressor

The Design 9 Centrifugal Compressor was developed to meet the

combustion air requirements of industrial oil and gas burner appli-

cations. It maintains a constant pressure over a comparatively wide

range of air volumes. Design 9 compressors are self-governing in

air volume and horsepower without the use of relief valves or auxil-

iary governing devices.

They are well suited to many other requirements for small volumes

of air at high pressures, such as agitation of liquids, pneumatic con-

veying, boosting gas pressure and push-pull tank exhaust systems.

Direct motor drive with wheel mounted on the motor shaft is gen-

erally used, although arrangements for coupling or V-Belt drive can

also be furnished. A wide range of sizes in single and multi-stage

units are available in capacities up to 5000 cfm and pressures ranging

from Vi to 3 psi.

For fan drive arrangements, motor position, and designa-

tion of direction of rotation and discharge, see page 14.

4
Design 9 Centrifugal Compressor furnishes con-

stant pressures for oil and gas burners, conveying

and agitation — quietly and with little attention.

CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR Design 9

Condensed Capacity and Dimension Table

Volume—cfm
1 Vi P*l

3500 rpm

Compressor

Size

Motor

Horsepower

Overall Dimensions (in inches)

Height length* Width

0- 50 11086 1 19 24 16

50- 100 11086W 1% 19 25 16

100- 140 12086 2 19 26 16

140- 250 18032 3 34 20 28

250- 450 18052 5 34 22 31

450- 650 25021 7V2 47 27 37

650- 900
900-1400

25041
25061

10
15

49 30
54 32

37
43

CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR Design 14

Condensed Size and Dimension Table

Compressor Motor Overall Dimensions {inches}

Sizet Horsepower Height Length* Width

110 75 68 46 67
125 100 72 50 68
146 125 63 63 85

170 150 89 60 83

195 200 96 71 90
220 250 101 75 99

tNominal inlet diameter times 10
'Measured parallel to shaft

'Measured parallel to shaft.

Design 14 Centrifugal Compressor

The Design 14 Centrifugal Compressor is built in a wide variety of

sizes, up to 120,000 single inlet and 240,000 cfm double inlet, and

for pressures up to 5 lbs. gauge, this being the fractional limits for

blowers of the uncooled type. They are unusually quiet in opera-

tion, and can be furnished with either motor or turbine drive. Multi-

speed and variable speed units have been developed, with inlet vane

control and a wide variety of automatic controls. Casings have a

cast-iron diffuser section machined to the exact contour of the wheel

for smooth air flow and serve as a stationary side for the wheel

without centrifugal stresses. Welded construction makes it possible

to size and shape each housing to the proportions best suited to the

particular wheel used, insuring maximum performance.

The standard wheel is of the open, radial-bladed type, made of high-

strength, heat-treated aluminum alloy. Wheels are also available in

a wide variety of materials, depending upon speed of operation,

stresses involved, and corrosive natures of the gases handled. Design

14 Compressors have a practically unlimited field of application

where variable or constant air volumes at constant or varying pres-

sures are required.

For fan drive arrangements, motor position, and designa-

tion of direction of rotation and discharge, see page 14.

Design 14 Centrifugal Compressor furnishes

targe volumes of air at high pressures for a wide

variety of industrial uses.

11



FANS for kiln and furnace

applications, and for

process cooling

Motor-driven

Turbovane Fan

Turbovane Heavy-Duty Fan is designed for in-

dustrial uses where exacting conditions call for high

pressures, economical operation and low maintenance.

Turbovane Fan with Vane Control

Steel Plate Heavy Duty fans

lial blade, rio* speed fan,

mple m design, with con-

m maintenance. It is idtpted to a wide

tioni requiring high pres-

A low rotational speeds.

the wheel is built of large

en blades of heavy gauge.

OH, low aif velocit) and radial

•his fan particular^ well

. editions exist. Pres-

table and rapidly rising

tin| range This pressure char-

ity simple struction,

selection for applications such

as cement Ulns. ore sintering processes or power
ning high ash a

.iblc in 17 wheel sizes ranging from

D diameter, both single and double

arid! re designed to operate against pres-

sures of up to 44" at 24,000 fpm nm speed, design

ten
|

cfm.

atton. rcq. Bui-

'angemen^
c page 14
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Turbovane Heavy Duty Fans

The Turbovane Fan is designed for heavy duty industrial applica-

tions requiring pressures of up to 22" water gauge. This fan is of the

true non-overloading type where maximum horsepower at operating

speed is reached within normal operating range. Backwardly-inclined

blades of moderately steep pitch, together with aerodynamically de-

signed shrouds, meet the exacting requirements of heavy-duty in-

dustrial applications. Medium speeds and decreased turbulence of

airflow through the wheel, together with blades which are self-

cleaning, result in low maintenance where this fan is used for dirty

atmospheric conditions. Its pressure characteristics insure stable op-

eration throughout its economical operation range.

Turbovane Fans are available for total pressures of up to 63/4"

(Class II), 12V4" (Class III) and 22" or 20,000 fpm peripheral

speed (Class IV). This design can also be furnished for handling

gases of up to 900°F and with special coatings or metals for specific

operating conditions.

For further information, request Descriptive Bulletin 92-110 from

your local Sturtevant office.

For fan drive arrangements, motor position, and designa-

tion of direction of rotation and discharge, see page 14.

Steel Plate Heavy Doty
fan it a slow-speed,
poodle wheel, " low ve

locity fan of extro heavy

construction for unusually

severe obrosive condi

tions.



MECHANICAL DRAFT FANS

Induced Draft Fans
Induced draft fans are available in two types: Multivane for medium
duty mechanical draft purposes and Turbovane for heavy duty in-

duced draft work. Both have housings of heavy steel plate with

welded seams to insure a gas- and dust-tight installation.

Multivane ID Fan

This fan delivers large volumes of gas or air in relation to the space

occupied and is used primarily where erosion is not a serious factor.

The fan has multiple, forwardly-inclined blades and the wheel has

a relatively low peripheral speed. It is available in 18 sizes, with

wheel diameters from 12" to 87"; heavy and extra-heavy construc-

tion; single and double width. Designed to operate against pressures

up to 20" at 70° F, and for temperatures up to 800° F, it has top

speeds up to 13,000 fpm with capacities up to 650,000 cfm.

Turbovane ID Fan
This fan provides high efficiency, a broad range of performance,

and dependable operating characteristics. It can be supplied with

either the standard wheel or an erosion-resisting wheel (illustrated

below) for use where solid fuels are employed. Wheel blades have a

forward curve at the intake and are radial at the tip. The fan is

available in 24 sizes in both standard and erosion-resisting construc-

tion, single and double width; wheel diameters 24" to 124". De-

signed to operate against static pressures up to 45" at 70 F, and for

temperatures up to 800° F, it has tip speeds as high as 24,000 fpm

with capacities up to 1,000,000 cfm.

Forced Draft Fans
Turbovane Forced Draft Fans feature an improved wheel with

backwardly inclined blades. Motors operate at their most efficient

point due to self-limiting horsepower feature. Wheels have 12 blades

and are welded and riveted. Turbovane Fans are available in 23 sizes,

single and double width in three standard classes and for tempera-

tures up to 900° F.

For further information, request the following descriptive bulletins

from your local Sturtevant office: Multivane ID Fans, DH 92-2X0

Turbovane ID Fans, DB 92-230

Turbovane FD Fans, DH 92-110

For fan drive arrangements, motor position, and designa-

tion of direction of rotation and discharge, see page 14.

SPECIAL FEATURES

Erosion-Resisting Wheel for

use with Turbovane ID Fan where

unusually severe conditions of

abrasion must be met.

Inlet Vane Con-
trol provides sub-

stantial power sav-

ings when fans are

operated at part-

load.

lor combustion air and gases

in power plants

Multivane Induced

Draft Fan for medium
duty mechanical draft

work where erosion is not

a serious factor.

Turbovane Induced

Draft Fan for heavy duty

mechanical draft where

higher pressures and
volumes are required and

service is more severe.

Turbovane Forced
Draft Fan for heavy duty

mechanical draft

applications.

Erosion-Resisting Wheel

This fan wheel is especially suited for all app 1

tions where solid fuels are used. Its design assures

maximum service life even under the most severe

conditions. Wheel is provided with replaceable

ribbed liners which cover the entire blade area In

addition, center support is cut awav to permit

streams of concentrated fly -ash to meet and dissi-

pate their abrasive action on each other, instead of

on the wheel surfaces.

Inlet Vone Control

Inlet Vane Control is designed for use with fans for

mechanical draft, industrial applications and venti-

lating service. It comprises a series of movable

vanes installed in the inlet of the fan, which can be

readily adjusted to give the entering air a variable

amount of spin in the direction of wheel rotation.

Fan output can be varied instantly to meet any op-

erating requirement and fan is always driven at a

constant speed, permitting selection of the most effi-

cient electric motor. All parts are easily accessible

for maintenance.

13



The following tables illustrate standard designations for fan drive and
operation adopted by the National Association of Fan Manufacti

ARRANGEMENTS OF DRIVE

j= - .-

:

i

F~ 1

Arrangement No. I, SW, SI

For belt drive or direct con-
nection. Wheel overhung. Two
bearings on base.

Arrangement No. 9, SW, SI

For belt drive. Arrangement
No. 1 designed for mounting
prime mover on side of base.

H
Arrangement No. 2, SW, SI

For belt drive or direct con-
nection. Wheel overhung. Bear-
ings in bracket supported by
fan housing.

Arrangement No. 4, SW, SI

For direct drive. Wheel over-
hung on prime mover shaft.
No bearings on fan. Base or
equivalent for prime mover.

i

I

o=

H
Arrangement No. 3, SW, SI

for belt drive or direct con-
One bearing on each
supported by fan

housing. Not recommended In
€ ues 27" diameter wheel and
smaller.

Arrangement No. 7, SW, SI

For belt drive or direct con-
nection. Arrangement No. 3
plus base for prime mover.
Not recommended in sizes 27"
diameter and smaller.

MOTOR POSITION, BELT OR CHAIN DRIVE

14

location of motor is determined by facing the drive tide of fan and desig-
nating the motor position by letter* », X. Y. or 2 at the case may be

'Wesfinghoute Sturtevont Division it a member of NAFM

MOTOR

Direction of Rotation is determined

from drive side tor either single or

double width, or single or double inlet

fans (The driving side of a single

inlet fan is considered to be the side

opposite the inlet regardless of actual

location of the drive ) For fan inverted

for ceiling suspension, Direction of

Rotation and Discharge is determined
when fan is resting on floor



HEAT TRANSFER PRODUCTS for space heating

of large plant areas

Industrial Heaters

Industrial Heaters are specially designed to meet heating require-

ments in industrial plants and buildings with high ceilings, large

floor areas, frequently opened doors, large window areas. Also may
be applied for drying applications. These heaters are available for

floor, wall and ceiling mounting. Fan assembly consists of multiple,

efficient fans mounted on a common shaft. Large volumes of air are

handled at the outlet velocities required for proper throw and direc-

tion for uniform distribution over the working area.

The unit consists of a casing enclosing a fan assembly and a heating

coil. Standard steam and steam distributing tube coils having copper

tubes and aluminum fins and heavy duty steam coih with wrought

iron tubes and steel fins are available. Control may be obtained by

a modulating steam valve or accessory by-pass dampers manually or

automatically controlled to permit by-passing all or a portion of

the air around the heating coil. Accessory discharge outlets with

adjustable directional vanes are available in a variety of arrange-

ments to permit air distribution to the desired locations. Flat and

angle type filter sections and air mixing boxes are also available as

accessories.

Industrial Heaters are made in six sizes having capacities up to

2,000,000 Btu per hour with steam pressure up to 200 psi. Four

types are available for floor, ceiling, wall and inverted wall mounting.

Industrial Heaters are attractive in design without detracting from

performance and mechanical operation. Casings have rounded cor-

ners, and there are no abrupt angles nor accident-causing sharp

edges. Surfaces are smooth and there are no projecting flanges.

INDUSTRIAL HEATERS

Condensed Capacity* and Dimension Table

ill

Floor-mounted Industrial Heater provides uniforrr

space heating for large floor areas.

Overall Dimensions— nches

Unit
cm
Std.

Air

Final

Temp.

-F

Heating

ITU/HI

Outlet

Vel.-FFM

Motor

HP

(Incl. Motor 1 Drive)

Slie# Type* Height Width Depth

355 2307 132 179,650 2000 1
i F

C

87
26

63
63

26
59

642 4178 132 326,800 2000 1 F

C

100
30

83
83

30
67

990 6860 130 525,300 2000 F

C

110
35

100
100

35
77

1340 9630 131 716,100 2000 2 F

C
122
42

107
107

42
87

1600 10250 132 805,500 2000 2 F

C
110
35

135
135

35
77

2200 14400 132 1,122,000 2000 3 F

C

122
42

148
148

42
87

fCapacities are at 2 psi steam pressure, 60F entering air.

^MrJW'- ?.!?!!." D.
l

"ct 24- from T,p« F lor M* C w,U „d
inverted wall types.

Ceiling-mounted Industrial

Heater supplies high heat out

put and ample throw for high

bay areas.

15



Unit Heaters

Attractive modern designs and reliable quiet operation make Speed-

heaters a logical choice wherever a heat source for use with steam

or hot water is desired. Balanced fan provides a smooth flow of

heated air for needed circulation and adjustable directional louvres

direct the warm air to the useful areas.

Speedheaters provide quick heating from a cold start and desired

temperatures are easily held within a close range. By forced air

circulation, heat is evenly distributed in the working zone. Their

simple overhead piping requires no valuable floor space nor does

it interfere with machinery or plant layout.

Speedheaters are so compact and efficient that a 100-pound model

will equal the heat output of nearly 1 ton of cast iron radiation.

This means reduced installation costs because of lower first cost,

proportionately smaller amount of piping, valves and fittings and

lower direct labor cost. Use of unit heaters results in substantial

fuel savings because their rapid response to heating needs means

that heat is supplied only where and when it is needed, in the quan-

tity required for that application, whether for human comfort or

for industrial process.

A sturdy interlocked case supports the radiator, the motor and the

fan. Pliable steel hangers, adaptable to any field mounting condi-

tion, are supplied with each unit.

Single radiators reduce air resistance with a resultant saving in

horsepower. They are also easier to clean. Round copper tubes are

brazed into headers, forming a strong durable unit. Each tube has

an orifice which assures equal distribution of steam throughout the

radiator. This eliminates unequal tube expansion and contraction,

resulting in longer, trouble-free life. Aluminum fins are mechani-

cally bonded to the tubes. Westinghouse standard totally-enclosed

motors, backed by a nationwide Motor Service Plan, further reduce

maintenance problems.

Horizontal Speedheaters are available for use with standard steam,

low temperature steam, and hot water heat sources. A steam textile

type, which eliminates plate fins to minimize lint collection, is also

available.

A Vertical Speedheater, designed to project heated air downward
from considerable heights, is manufactured in standard steam, low
temperature steam and hot water types.

For further information, request the following Descriptive Bulletins

from your local Westinghouse office:

DB 91-410 (Horizontal)

DB 91-425 (Downblast)
DB 91-410-1 (Textile Type)

far spot heating,

spate heating

or process work

SPEEDHEATERS- Horizontal and Downblast

Condensed Capacity and Dimension Table

Horizontal Unit

Sire

No.

25
40
55
75

85
100
115
125

135
150
175
200

250
300

BTU per

hour

25,800
41,500
57,000
76,000

85,600
100,500
114,500
125,500

134,500
150,700
176,600
200,700

251,000
300,500

Performance

2-lb. Steam 60° Air

Overall Dimensions

(Inches)

CRN
at 70*

Final

temp.
Height Width Max. Depth*

398
700
979

1336

1220
1580
1740
2050

2060
2550
3060
3620

4180
5200

119.7
114.5
113.5
112.3

124.5
118.5
120.5
116.3

120.0
114.4
113.0
111.0

115.2
113.2

20 16 17
23 18 18

35 20 22
26 22 24

27 25 25
27 26 25
31 26 26
31 26 27

33 27 27
33 27 27
34 28 28
36 29 28

39 35 34
41 37 35

* including motor assembly

Downblast Unit

Performance

Size BTU per

hour

2-lb. Steam 60° Air

No. CFM Final

at 70* temp.

40
D 55
D 75
D 100

40,000
55,000
75,000

100,000

695
1010
1300
1735

113
110
113
113

D125
D 150
D 175
D200

125,000
150,000
175,000
200,000

1740
2090
2440
2830

126
126
126
125

D250
D 300
D 350
D400

250,000
300,000
350,000
400,000

3540
4250
4980
5800

125
125
125
123

Overall Dimensions

(Inches)

Diameter Depth

21 16
27 16
29 16
32 17

32 17
32 18
37 18
37 20

42 20
44 22

52 19
53 20

Horizontal Speedheaters pro-

vide uniform heat where you
need it, when you need it—quiet-

ly, efficiently, at low cost.

Downblast Speedheaters project

heat downward uniformly into work-

ing area. Ideal for high ceilings, ship-

ping bays and large areas.

16

Textile Speedheaters omit
plate fins, keep collection of lint

on the radiator to a minimum.



HEAT TRANSFER PRODUCTS

Heating and Ventilating Units

Heating and Ventilating Units are intended primarily for central

plant type heating and ventilating applications without cooling. A
standard unit consists of a fan section containing two fan wheels

with backwardly-inclined blades, mounted on a common shaft, and

a coil section containing a heating coil. An accessory flat or angle

type filter section is available with either throwaway or cleanable

filters. Face and by-pass dampers, air mixing boxes and other

accessories are available, making it possible to meet a wide variety

of system requirements.

Seven sizes are available, with a selection of three coil face areas

for each. Thus, twenty-one different cfm capacities can be obtained

within the range of these units. At 500 feet per minute face velocity,

capacities vary from 1250 to 15,000 cfm. At higher face velocities

unit volume can be extended to as high as 22.000 cfm.

Features—The two quiet-operating Silcntvane fans of the fan sec-

tion have a wide range of capacities against the static pressui

quirements of the heating or ventilating system Fan wheels with

backwardly-inclined blades produce B rum overloading horsepower

characteristic and assure stable fan performance ovei the entire

range of operation.

Optional coil selections make it possible to meet | wid

system conditions. Steam coils can be supplied in cither the standard

or steam distributing tube tvpe Hot watd coils are also available

Rugged, insulated, sectional COnStrUCtlOU provides quiet. tTOUbli

service. The fan, coil, base (foi vertical units) and air mixing boxes

are built of welded angle frames. Removable insulated panels ei

the fan and coil sections and permit read) access tor inspection

Type AH horizontal and I v pe \\ vertical units aie available in |

variety of sizes and arrangements offering flexibility in selection foi

a particular application.

For further information, request Descriptive Bulletin 91-750 from

vour local Sturttvant office

far heating

and
ventilating systems

Horizontal Heating and Ventilating Units provide reliable winter

heating and year round ventilation in various sizes.

HEATING AND VENTILATING UNITS-Types AH and AV

Vertical Heating and Ventilating Units funct.on the same as

the horizontal units but with different combination* of component*

to suit space or duct layouts.

Condensed Capacity and Dimension Table

Unit

Siie

833

1250

1896

2334

2812

C. F f*. Final Air Heating

Std Air Temp.— F TU/HI

1750
2330
2920

134
141,000
188,000
235,500

3060
4080
4660

134

247.000
329,000
376,500

4660
5830
6560

134

376.500
470,000
530.000

7000
8750
9480

134

565.000
706,000
765.000

11380
13270
14300

134

916,000
1.070.000
1,153.000

14300
16310
17500

134

1,153,000

17500
19680
21000

134

1 411,000
1.588.000

Coils

Face Areas

Sq Ft

2 50
3 33
4 17

4 38
5 83
6 67

6 67
8 33
9 37

10 00
12 50
13 54

16 25
18 96
20 42

20 42

25 00

2500
28 12
30 00

Outlet

Area

Sq Ft

1 50

Overall Dimensions — Inches

find Motor and Drive)

Type

AH
AV

AH
AV

AH
AV

AH
AV

AH
AV

AH

AH

45
45

63
63

69

95

101

101

110
110

116

Height

30
93

38
103

38

47
117

55

61

Depth'

87
45

87
45

55

97

111

118
78

129

tCapac.ties are at 5 ps. steam pressure and 60F em

*ln direction of enkj
17



HEAT TRANSFER

last Heating Coils are used as the primary heat source for gen-

eral heating, ventilating and air conditioning system applications.

Zone Heating Coils are for use in secondary ductwork and for

applications that call for smaller coil face areas.

Steam Distributing Tube Coils provide improved steam distribu-

» tion when modulating steam supply is encountered.

Heavy Duty Heaters are particularly designed for industrial

heating, vapor absorption and drying applications.

18

Heating Coils

BLAST HEATING COILS-Types HBA and HBC blast heating

coils are plate-fin type coils designed to be the primary heat source

for general heating, ventilating and air conditioning system appli-

cations. Coils are available with one or two rows, aluminum or

copper fins, and with two fin spacings: "S" for normal temperature

rise andT for low temperature rise. Casings with mounting flanges

make these coils convenient for duct and plenum chamber installa-

tions. Fin widths of 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35 inches; finned tube lengths

from 24 to 120 inches in 6 inch increments; face areas from 1.88

to 29.17 sq. ft.

ZONE HEATING COILS-Types HZA and HZC zone heating

coils are similar to the Blast Heating Coil. When installed in second-

ary ductwork and connected with a steam heat source they are ideal

for zone heating. Fin widths of 5 and 10 inches; finned tube lengths

from 12 to 24 inches in 3 inch increments for 5 inch width and 12

to 36 inches in 3 inch increments for 10 inch width; face areas from

0.42 to 2.50 sq. ft.

STEAM DISTRIBUTING TUBE COILS-Types HDA and HDC
steam distributing tube coils are of perforated steam distributing

tube construction, giving them a "non-freeze" characteristic and

improved steam distribution when used with modulating steam

supply. Available in same sizes and combinations as the Blast Heat-

ing Coil.

HEAVY DUTY HEATERS-Heavy Duty Heaters are extended

surface wrought iron steam heating coils having inner steam dis-

tributing tubes, particularly designed for industrial heating, vapor

absorption and drying applications. Steel fins are helically wound

on the outer pipes. Fin widths of 20, 25, 30 and 35 inches; finned

tube lengths from 24 to 120 inches in 6 inch increments; face areas

from 3.33 to 29.10 sq. ft.

For further information, request Descriptive Bulletins 105-315 (Blast

Heating Coils), 105-325 (Zone Heating Coils), 105-320 (Steam Dis-

tributing Tube Coils), and 105-350 (Heavy Duty Heaters) from your

local Sturtevant office.

HEATING COILS

Condensed Capacity Table

BLAST - ZONE - STEAM DISTRIBUTING TUBE COILS 5 LBS STEAM

Fins

per

inch

Coil Face Velocity-FPM

Entering 300 600 1000
Air Rows
-F Final Cond.

Temp. Rate

-F LBS/HR

48 8 165
79.7 26.9

131.4 44.5

802 136
105.7 22.3
148.3 366

Final Cond. Final Cond.

Temp. Rate Temp, Rate

-F LBS/HR ' -F LBS/HR

363 24 5 27.7 31 3

61.3 415 48 1 54.3
106.0 71.8 86.0 97.0

69.9 20 3 62 8 25 7

90 5 34 2 79.6 44 7

127 3 59.1 110.9 80.0

l

1

2

1

40 1

2

4(T)
8(S)
8(S)

4(T)
8(S)
8(S)

HEAVY DUTY HEATING COILS 5 LBS STEAM

4Vi 48 8 16.6 362 24 6 26
4V2 880 298 662 449 499
61/2 63.5 21 6 466 31 6 34
6V*z 109.1 37 836 56 7 63 7

802 13 7 698 20 2 614
4M? 112.5 24.6 946 37 81 2
ev2 92.3 21 1 784 260 680
SVz 129 7 33 8 1089 46 7 92 5

294
564
384
720

242
465
31 6
59.4



PRODUCTS far heating ar tooling applications

Cooling Coils

DIRECT EXPANSION COILS-Type EA and EC direct expan-
sion coils are plate-fin extended-surface coils designed for cooling
and dehumidifying in the air conditioning range of temperatures.
Engineered for Freon-12 applications, coils are constructed of cop-
per tubes with aluminum or copper plate-fins and have a carefully
designed set of distributor tubes to meter the refrigerant uniformly
to the coil circuits. Two refrigerant distributors are installed on the
larger size coils to provide the required refrigerant control. Fin
widths of 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35 inches; finned tube lengths from 24
to 120 inches in 6 inch increments; face areas from 1.88 to 29 17
sq. ft.

WATER COILS-Type WA and WC Continuous Tube Water Coils
are available in the same sizes and perform the same function as
Direct Expansion coils except that chilled or well water is used
instead of Freon-12 as a cooling medium. They may also be used for
hot water applications. For varying water supply conditions, 2 and 4
row coils are available with double water velocity circuiting, and
6 and 8 row coils are available with half velocity circuiting.

For further information, request Descriptive Bulletin 105-115 (Direct
Expansion Coils) and Descriptive Bulletin 105-215 (Water Coils)
from your local Sturtevant office.

Direct Expansion Coils are Freon-12 coils designed for cooling and
dehumidifying in the air conditioning range of temperatures.

500
FPM

Face

Velocity

ENTERING DRY BULB TEMPERATURE, F

78 80 82 84 86

LEAVING DRY BULB TEMPERATURE, F

63.8 64.8 65.7 66.6 67.6 68.5 69.4 70.4
60.2 60.9 61.5 62.2 62.8 63.5 64.1 64.8
57.2 57.6 58.0 58.5 58.9 59.4 59.8 60.2
54.8 55.1 55.4 55.7 56.0 56.3 56.6 56.9

53.0 53.2 53.4 53.6 53.8 54.0 54.2

71.3
65.4
60.6
57.2
54.4

SPECIAL FEATURES OF STURTEVANT
HEATING AND COOLING COILS

FINS

Continuous plate-type fin design contributes to drainage
of condensed moisture and minimizes moisture carry-over
at higher coil face velocities. Smooth, parallel fin design

also assures low, uniform resistance to air flow and limits

dirt collection.

Die-formed fin collars afford ample contact between fins

and tubes, thereby providing unrestricted heat flow. The
collars of one fin are in contact with the adjacent fin to

assure uniform fin spacing.

Heating coils have two fin spacings: Standard "S" for nor-

mal temperature rise, and "T" for low temperature rise.

TUBES

Tubes are made of 5/s" O.D. seamless deoxidized copper.
Tubes are staggered in the direction of air flow, providing

a high rate of heat transfer.

FIN AND TUBE ASSEMBLY
After assembly of fins and tubes, the tubes are mechani-
cally expanded to form a permanent bond. This assures

unrestricted heat flow from the fins to the tubes.

Continuous Tube Water Coils are for cooling and dehumidifying
applications where well or chilled water is used as a cooling medium
or for heating applications where hot water is the heating medium.
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far tailor-made

systems far comfort

ar process work

Two-cylinder V-type Compressor—2, 3 and 5 hp.

CLS Compressors

Westinghouse CLS hermetically-sealed refrigerant-cooled Freon-12

compressors are designed for air conditioning and refrigeration ap-

plications where the suction temperatures are between 10° F and

50° F. Twelve sizes ranging from 2 to 100 tons refrigerating capacity

are available.

All Westinghouse air conditioning compressors, from 2 to 100 horse-

power, are hermetically sealed. This means that dirt and moisture

are sealed out; lubricating oil and refrigerant are sealed in for long

and trouble-free service.

CLS compressors are single-acting, reciprocating, direct-connected

units driven by motors cooled by refrigerant suction gas returning

to the compressor. This compressor design permits installation in

non-ventilated spaces and in locations unsuitable for open-type com-

pressors. A manually reset high and low pressure cutout installed

on the compressor protects the machine from damage in the event

that the high or low pressure settings are exceeded in operation.

For further information, request Descriptive Bulletin 101-1 JO, from

your local Westinghouse office.

CLS REFRIGERATION COMPRESSORS-2 to 100 hp.

Three-cylinder W-type Compressor-? 1
/! hp. Condensed Specifications and Dimension Table

ln-Line Type Compressor—4 cylinder 10 and 15 hp.; 6 cylin-

der (shown) 20 and 25 hp.; 8 cylinder 40 and 60 hp.

Com-
pressor H.P.

Type

2 cylinder (V-type)

Nominal Bore and Dimensions (In.) Wt.

Rating R.P.M. Stroke Compressor Only Net

BTU hr.* (inches) lbs.

I W H

CLS-74 2

CLS-110 3
CLS-188 5

22,000
34,000
56,000

1170
1750
1750

M3/16x2Vfe
l-13/16x2V8
2Hx2Vb

26
26
26

19
19
19

16
16
16

295
295
316

3 cylinder (W-type)

CLS-282 7V2 79,400 1750 2%x2^ 28 21 17 360

4 cylinder (in line)

CLS-415 10

CLS-550 15

124,000

174,000

870

1150

3x2-15/16

3x2-15/16

46

48

18

18

25

25

1150

1150

6 cylinder (in line)

CLS-640 20

CLS-850 25

8 cylinder (In line)

CLS-1320 40

CLS-1980 60

"V" 16 cylinder (V-type)

CLS-2550 75 863,000

CLS-3400 100 1,145,000

•Capacity when operating at

207,000

283,000

441,000

628,000

870

1150

1150

1750

870

1150

A.S.R.E.

3x3

3x3

3x3V^

3x3 »/2

62

62

3x4^ 90

3x4*^ 90

Group IV Conditions.

76 22

76 22

34

34

25

25

26

26

32

32

1350

1350

1950

1950

4200

4200

Sixteen-cylinder V-Type Compressor—75 ond 100 hp.

All Hermetically Sealed-from 2 fo 100 torn
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AIR CONDITIONING PRODUCTS

SU Unitaire Conditioner

— self-contained

Air Conditioners

A completely self-contained air conditioner of modern design, en-

closed in an attractive, streamlined cabinet, which may be installed

in or outside the conditioned space. Each Unitaire contains a her-

metically-sealed Freon-12 compressor, a water-cooled condenser,

a direct expansion coil and a fan. All are factory-assembled into

one neat, space-saving package. The Unitaire provides cooling,

dehumidifying, air circulation, and air filtering. All-year-round air

conditioning can be obtained by the addition of either steam or hot

water heating coils and an outside air duct connection for ventila-

tion supply.

Larger spaces with heavier cooling requirements can be effectively

conditioned by using more than one Unitaire. Such multiple instal-

lations offer unlimited flexibility plus adaptability to changes in

location and load requirements. They are easier and less expensive

to install than central plant systems.

Unitaire conditioners are completely assembled, piped, wired, re-

frigerant charged and thoroughly tested under controlled condi-

tions prior to shipment. Approved and listed by Underwriters' Labo-

ratories, Inc.

For further information, request Descriptive Bulletin 102-205 from
your local Westinghouse office.

SU Unitaire Conditioner has a beautiful,

compact cabinet. The compressor is hermet-

ically-sealed for years of trouble-free service.

LU Unitaire Conditioners are self-contained

central plant systems, easy to install, flexible and inexpensive to maintain!

SU and LU Unitaire Conditioners with CLS hermetically-

sealed compressors are available in 8 sizes, from 2 to 25 hp.

LU Unitaire Conditioner

Westinghouse central plant self-contained air conditioners are com-

plete air conditioning systems requiring only simple water, drain

and electrical connections for operation. Each unit contains a direct-

connected, refrigerant-cooled Freon-12 compressor, water-cooled

condenser, direct expansion coil and fan; all factory assembled into

one neat, space-saving package. Each is charged with refrigerant

and tested at the factory prior to shipment. LU Unitaire Conditioners

are also available for use with evaporative type condensers.

The LU Unitaire will provide cooling, dehumidifying. air circula-

tion (heating optional), and air filtering. It is readily adaptable for

applications requiring the use of duct work for air distribution.

This self-contained air conditioner has many advantages and a

thorough investigation as to the feasibility of its use should be made

before deciding on the use of other types of air conditioning equip-

ment. The flexibility of installation and operation, individual unit

control, low operating and maintenance cost and high-salvage value

make the self-contained unit ideal for many industrial applications

since changing processes or machinery can easily be compensated

for by relocating the self-contained unit.

For further information, request LU-OOO-A from your local West-

inghouse office.

SU UNITAIRE CONDITIONER

Condensed Capacity and Dimension Table

UNITAIRE TYPE SU-21 SU-31

36

SU-51

44

SU-81

51Width, ins. 36
Height, ins. 69 69 77 85
Depth, ins. 23 23 23 26

Approx. net weight, lbs. 948 975 1200 1400
Condenser Series Series Series or

parallel

Parallel

Air intake grille, ins. 18x28 18x28 25x36 25x43
Discharge grille, ins. 9x28 9x28 11x36 13x43
Electrical characteristics

60 Cycle AC
Single phase voltage 230 230 220 Not available

Two phase voltage Vot available 220 220 220
Three phase voltage 208/220 208/220 208/220 208/220

and 440 440 and 550 440 and 550 440 and 550
*Rating
Cooling units 24,000 36,000 60,000 96,000

Piping connections, ins. I.P.S.

Inlet and outlet v2 Vi 1 1

Condenser drain V4 % % %

SU-51 and 81 units are readily adapted to series or parallel flow depending on the

requirements of the particular installation.

•American Society of Refrigerating Engineers Standard Rating in Btu per hour.

LU UNITAIRE CONDITIONER

Condensed Capacity and Dimension Table

UNITAIRE TYPE LU 41 5 LU-550 LU-640 IU-850

Compressor Type CLS-415 CLS-550 CLS-640 CLS-850
Horsepower 10 15 20 25
RPM 870 1150 C70 1150

Condenser Type CWC-15 CWC-25 CWC-35 CWC-40

Evaporator—4 rows
Face Area-sq. ft. 8.34 10.4 12.5 15.7

Freon Charge-lbs. 40 40 49 49

Blowers
Nominal Capacity (cfm) 4150 5150 6200 7700
Maximum Capacity (cfm) 5810 7210 8680 10800
Discharge Area— sq. ft. 3.18 4.77 5.53 6.12

Number Wheels 2 3 3 3

Wheel Diameter-inches 13 13 15 16

Shaft Diameter-inches 2 2V2 2V2 3

Outlet Connection-in. 15x41 15x62 16x69 17x69

Discharge Direction Vertical Vertical Horizontal Horizontal

Motor Horsepower 2 3 3 5

Filter Section
Filters-inches Six 16x20x2 Six 16x25x2 Eight 20x20x2 Ten 16x25x2

Inlet Opening— inches 29x59 29x74 28x87 34x87

Heating Coils

1 or 2 row steam or

2 row hot water-
Face Area-sq. ft. 8.0 10.3 124 14.8

'Dimensions— inches over all

Length 69 83 100 100
Width without Filter Sec. 34 34 34 34
Width with Filter Sec. 49 49 56 60
Height 72 66 74 74

*Weight- lbs. net approx. 2900 3200 3800 4100

'With water-cooled condenser, but less heating coil and by-pass dampers.
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AIR CONDITIONING PRODUCTS for year 'round

air conditioning systems

Air Conditioning Units

Air Conditioning Units are intended primarily for year 'round central

plant type air conditioning systems. A standard unit consists of a

fan section containing two fan wheels with backwardly-inclined

blades, mounted on a common shaft, a coil section with drain pan,

cooling and heating coils as required. An accessory flat or angle

type filter section is available with either throwaway or cleanable

filters. Face and by-pass dampers, air mixing boxes and other acces-

sories are available, making it possible to meet a wide variety of
system requirements.

Fourteen sizes are available. When direct expansion coils are used,

there is a choice of seven sizes ranging in capacity from 1650 to

14,060 cfm at 500 ft. per minute coil face velocity. When water coils

are used, seven additional sizes are available for capacities up to

15,000 cfm. At higher face velocities, unit volume can be extended
as high as 22,000 cfm.

Features —The two quiet-operating Silentvane fans of the fan sec-
tion have a wide range of capacities against the static pressure
requirements of the air conditioning system. Fan wheels with back-
wardly-inclined blades produce a non-overloading horsepower char-
acteristic and assure stable fan performance over the entire range
of operation.

The coil section provides for the installation of cooling and de-
humidifying surfaces for summer air conditioning, and heating sur-
faces and humidifying sprays for winter air conditioning.

Rugged, insulated, sectional construction provides quiet, trouble-free
service. The fan, coil, base (for vertical units) and air mixing boxes
are built of welded angle frames. Removable insulated panels encase
the fan and coil sections and permit ready access for inspection.

Type AH horizontal and Type AV vertical units are available in a
variety of sizes and arrangements offering flexibility in selection for
a particular application.

For further information, request Descriptive Bulletin 102-720 from
your local Westinghouse office.

Heating coils for steam
or hot water provide win-

ter heating or year 'round

tempering.

Cooling coils for chilled

water or Freon provide
summer air conditioning

and dehumidifying.

Horizontal Air Conditioning Units for comfort or process systems
provide year 'round air conditioning with various capacities for

cooling and/or heating.

Vertical Air Conditioning Units perform the same functions as
the horizontal units, but with different combinations of components
to suit space and duct layouts.

AIR CONDITIONING UNITS-Types AH and AV

Condensed Capacity and Dimension Table

Unit

Size-
cfm

333
417

1667
2085

S83
667

2915
3335

833
937

4165
4685

1230
1354

6250
6770

1896
2042

9480
10210

2334
2500

11670
12500

2812 14060
15000

Nominal

btu/hr

cooling

91,000
114,000

159,000
183.000

228.000
256.000

342.000
370.000

519,000
558.000

638.000
684.000

769.000
Bfl IN

Nominal

btu/hr

heating

204.000
256,000

357,000
409,000

511,000
574.000

766.000
830.000

1.162,000
1.254,000

1.430.000
1.531.000

1.723.000
1.840.000

^Capacities *rt at 500 fpm coil face velocity
-:e area in sq ft i 100.

- entering airflow

Outlet

area

sq. ft.

Overall Dimensions—Inches
Including Motor and Drive

Type Width Heig ht Depth *

15

2.25

3.38

5 06

767

945

11.5

AH
AV

AH
AV

AH
AV

AH
AV

AH
AV

AH
AV

AH
AV

45
45

63
63

69
69

95
95

101
101

110
110

116

30 97
103 45

30 97
103 45

38 106
113 55

38 107
115 60

47 121
127 72

55 128
141 78

61 139



AIR CONDITIONING PRODUCTS for comfort or process

air conditioning

Surface Dehumidifiers

Surface Dehumidifiers afford close control of air conditions by com-

bining the benefits of spray cooling and chilled surface contact. They

are particularly adapted where close humidity control is of prime impor-

tance. Units are available in 127 sizes with capacities from 5 tons to 200

tons at 1600 cfm to 45,000 cfm.

Surface Dehumidifiers consist essentially of a single spray bank and

chilled water or direct expansion coils contained in a factory fabricated

metal casing and tank. Spray water is directed against the coil so as to

wet and cleanse the entire surface. Eliminators prevent entrained moisture

from carrying over with the air stream.

Filter Washers

Filter Washers employ a bank of glass fibre filter pads in conjunction with

water sprays to clean, cool and humidify the atmosphere. Airborne dust,

dirt and solids are removed while the air is simultaneously being brought

to the temperature of the entering wet bulb.

High cleaning and humidifying efficiency is accomplished by spraying

water against a bank of filters arranged so as to maintain sufficient water

in suspension and to offer minimum resistance to air flow. Units are

available in 72 sizes.

Air Washers

Air Washers cleanse, purify and humidify, or cool and dehumidify the

air which passes through them. They are suitable for air conditioning

and such purposes as precise control of humidity, air cleaning or scrub-

bing, or to provide cool air to generators and engine rooms.

Three types of efficient, trouble-free units are available. There are 72 sizes

available in each type, ranging from 4500 to 110,000 cfm.

Type S for humidifying, where space is limited and first cost is important,

4'-0" long with one bank of nozzles.

Type H for humidifying, 7'-0" long in direction of air flow, with one

bank of nozzles.

Type C for evaporative cooling, humidifying and dehumidifying, 9'-0"

long, with two bunks of nozzles.

Water-Cooled Condensers

CWC water-cooled Freon-12 condensers are designed for condensing re-

frigerant where an adequate water supply from either city or plant mains,

or cooling towers is available. Shell and coil design is used in the smaller

CWC condensers; and shell and tube design is used in the larger sizes. All

CWC condensers are constructed with steel shells and copper tubes and

are designed in accordance with the ASME Pressure Vessel Code. Four-

teen sizes, from 2 to 100 tons, are available to allow the best possible selec-

tion of equipment to meet job requirements.

Evaporative Condensers

Where water usage is restricted or expensive, Evaporative Condensers,

available in sizes to match CLS Compressors, may be used. Evaporation

of small quantities of water on the outside of the condensing coils, over

which outdoor air is moved by a fan, directly condenses the refrigerant

in the coils, thus saving up to 95% in water consumption. To facilitate

handling and erection, Evaporative Condensers are built in sections that

will allow passage through a 36" door.

Water Coolers

Type LC Water Coolers are compactly designed vertical units for use in

supplying large quantities of cooled water for industrial process cooling

or indirect air conditioning systems. Using Freon-12 and operating in con-

junction with CLS Compressors and CWC Water-Cooled Condensers or

Evaporative Condensers, they are made in 5 sizes from 5 to 110 tons of

refrigeration effect.

Surface Dehumidifiers
in central plant systems

provide close control of

air conditions.

Air Washer, Type C,

provides evaporative

cooling, humidifying

and dehumidifying,

cleansing and purify-

ing.

Water - Cooled condensers are ideal

where adequate water supply is available.

Evaporative Condensers save up to

95% where water is scarce or expensive.

LC Water Coolers supply cooled water

for indirect air conditioning systems.
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CIPITRON UNITS - for ELECTRONIC

PRECIPITRON, the electronic air cleaner, is a highly effi-

cient device for removing dust, dirt, smoke, soot and other

solids from normal ventilating air. It is intended for use in

heating, ventilating, air conditioning and industrial air clean-

ing applications where the utmost in air cleanliness is required.

Precipitron units are made of standardized lightweight com-
ponents, easily erected and handled. They are available in

arrangements suitable to both large and small installations.

Principle of Operation

Precipitron operation is based upon the fundamental concept
of electric charge—bodies of like charge repel and those of
unlike charge attract. Dirt particles in the air stream are given
electrical charges as they pass through an ionizer and are
trapped in dust collector cells by attraction of these charged
particles to plate surfaces of opposite polarity. Collection by
this method has no small particle limitation, thus making it

possible for Precipitron to collect dirt which normally eludes

other air cleaners. Charging of the dirt particles takes place
in the ionizer, where a zone of free charges is created by en-
ergizing a small diameter wire spaced between grounded elec-

trodes, at sufficient positive potential to create corona dis-

charge. To collect these charged particles, collector cells have
an alternating pattern of grounded and charged plates parallel

to the air flow. Charged dirt particles passing between these
plates are deflected out of the air to lodge and remain on the

plates by adhesion. Energy for the charging and collecting

phases is supplied by a power pack.

Collected dirt is disposed of at intervals by de-energizing the
Precipitron and washing it with hot water. Following wash-
ing, the elements are coated with a thin film of water-wash-
able adhesive. The frequency of washing is dependent on the
degree of contamination in the air being cleaned, and will av-
erage about once every 3 to 4 weeks. Washing and adhesive
application are accomplished without removing Precipitron
elements. Each washing re-establishes initial operating per-
formance.

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

Collector Cells

Precipitron collector cells consist of parallel plates supported
on tie rods between end frames and equally spaced with ma-
chined spacers. Constructed entirely of aluminum, except for
the insulators, they are lightweight and corrosion-resistant.
This means ease in unit erection and maintenance, and long
life.

Collector cells are made in two sizes. Cell face areas are 12 x
24 sq. ft. and 12 x 36 sq. ft. By varying the air velocity, two
sets of capacities and cleaning efficiencies are obtained. Com-
bination of several cells gives the range of capacities desired.

Frame with Built-in Ionizer

The all-aluminum frame and ionizer assembly constitutes the
basic supporting member of the Precipitron installation.

Ground tubes of the ionizer are built-in for added rigidity.

Ionizer wires are supported between the ground tubes by a

removable high voltage grid mounted on insulators. Collector
cells mount uithin the frame, downstream from the ionizer
assembly.

Power Pack

The power pack, electronic center of a Precipitron installa-
tion, performs two main functions;

1. Supplies ionizers and cells of Precipitron installations with
required high d< voltages from a 1 15 volt a-c source.

2. Indicates normal or abnormal Precipitron operation by
indicating lights.

The power pack consists of an attractive steel cabinet housing
the high voltage transformer, capacitor, rectifier tubes, and
related parts electrically connected to supply high voltage di-
rect current from a low voltage alternating current source.

C ontrol. protection and indicating features arc com bin.
one panel which accomplishes the indicating function of the
po*er pack.

Power Pock. Electronic Contor of f»rocipitron



Horizontal Air Cleaner

For general application, Precipitron electronic air cleaners are lo-

cated in the ducts or plenum chambers of ventilating and air condi-

tioning systems to clean outside air, recirculated air, or a combination
of both. Removal of collected dirt is accomplished by manually
washing the unit in place at periodic intervals, flushing the dirt down
the drains provided in the installation.

Precipitron horizontal air cleaners are furnished as a group of stand-

ardized assemblies, designed for field erection into a complete op-

erating unit. Starting from a foundation with drains, provided at the

site, the basic structure is completed by bolting down bedplates,

erecting the required number of frames with built-in ionizers, and
sealing off with a top plate.

Collector cells slide into the rear opening of the frames, and baffle

doors bolt to the front flanges to complete the unit. Suitable power
pack capacity is included, together with safety door interlock

switches, adhesive and adhesive applicator, water nozzle, high volt-

age cable, and mounting hardware.

With Semi-automatic Washer

Precipitron electronic air cleaners with semi-automatic washers

perform the same function as manually washed units, but have
several distinct advantages. The functions of washing, draining and
applying fresh adhesive are performed as a timed automatic se-

quence initiated at the control panel.

Mobile washer boxes isolate and service the Precipitron unit section

by section and are moved into position by the operator from outside

the duct. Only the small section being serviced need be isolated, thus

leaving the balance of the unit in over-all air cleaning service

at only slightly reduced efficiency.

The washer boxes roll on tracks, and are moved by means of roller

chains geared to the crank handle on the control panel. Each washer

box contains a motor-driven moving header assembly with indivi-

dual sets of spray nozzles for spraying water and adhesive. Thirty

minutes is required for the washing sequence, after which the section

just washed may be returned to service and another section selected

and washed in the same manner.

Horizontal Precipitron Unit

1,200 cfm and up

Precipitron with Semi-Automatic Washer
28,000 cfm to 252,000 cfm

Encased Air Cleaner Unit

Encased Precipitron represents the combination of a Precipitron

electronic air cleaner, with a standardized factory-built enclosure to

provide a completely coordinated unit-type assembly. It is particu-

larly well suited for inclusion in ventilating and air conditioning

terns where the layout includes other factory -built unit assemblies

such as air handling units, cooling and heating coil seel

Casing construction follows established practices— 18 ga. galvanized

steel panels with 2" bracing angles, 10 ga. galvanized steel sump
sections, and punched inlet and outlet flanges for attaching connect-

ing duct work. Access doors are fitted with gaskets, and quick acting

latches. All parts are matched for sure fit and quick assembly

Standard units include the enclosure base, top, and side assemblies,

partition supports for Precipitron cells and ionizers, intake air baffles,

door interlock switches, and power pack hangers. Frames for after-

filters are optional. The proper number of Precipitron cells, ionizer

assemblies and power pack are furnished for the required ail clean-

ing capacity. Assembly hardware, high voltage cable, initial ad-

hesive, adhesive application and water spray nozzle are supplied

as accessories.

A

3
Encased Precipitron Unit

8,330 cfm to 44,000 cfm
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PRECIPITRON UNITS

Precipitron Cubicle System

Precipitron Cubicle Systems ore best adapted
istallotions of 100,000 cfm and up.

A Precipitron cubicle air cleaning system is intended for application

in industrial areas where bad atmospheric conditions are known to

exist and where large volumes of ventilating air are to be cleaned.

A system consists of an integral arrangement of enclosed Precipitron

units, or cubicles, operated with a common control and hydraulic

system to provide essentially fully automatic operation.

Individual cubicles have their own ionizers, dust collecting cells.

power packs, washing and adhesive-applying apparatus, and are

enclosed in a heavy gauge steel housing. They are intended for use

in multiples up to a total of 16 of any given size in one system.

The selection of the number and size of cubicles in a system is made
on the basis of the total volume of air to be cleaned and the greatest

height thai ean be accommodated in the space available.

I Flow Precipitron

1 700 cfm ond up

I

<-3 l,
j

Vertical Air Cleaning Unit

Precipitron foi vertical air flow is an adaptation for mounting Pre-

cipitron electronic air cleaning elements in a vertical air flow ar-

rangement Bv utilizing duct space above and below the unit for

Service .iuos. all servicing operations such as dirt removal and ad

hesive application are conducted from outside. 1 his permiti a con-

siderable reduction in space requirements without other saciiht.es

and makes tins design particular!) suited to small and medium ca

requirements

} oi 01! mist collection and other industrial applications, veitical

Upward ail How is essential for hesl results for normal atmospheiK
an cleaning the construction oi this design provides all of the bene

ickagcd unit, but without the usual limitations

include frames collectoi tells, ionizers, baffles, powei pack,

tint! lights and switches, safet) interlock svutthes foi dud doors,
nd adhesive applicators and high voltage cable When

01 oil iiusi control, filters arc included in lieu oi adhi

.Hid applicatoi

V< rtical i

!

i supported from the floor or suspended from

eilinfj WhCTC U(i oi RIOrC frames are required, a light sliuc

grid ma) he utilized for support. All units requii

in direction of aii flow, with minimum of two fei I above and besom

Oil Mist Control Unit

I
ail to! unit to toilet I oil CO

cutting, grinding oi othei machining o|

i nil ,i d for imiiviih on oi .i u ntralized
toil,

| mounted on the indit idual mm I

tool i ' d from roof trusses

macl ding upon the space avail.'

dssj IftSSScm .1,1 ht r itij.' K. ; ,»';'>• I Mure bu< duel and wiring tan
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Heating

Unit heaters offer many advantages in the industrial plant,

for their G provides heat distribution patterns which

can be adjusted to meet changing working conditions. The heat-

ers go to work immediately, distributing warm air quickly and

over large areas at low fuel cost.

*rs beep heated air at work level and not at the ceil-

ing. They furnish "live" air, uniformly heated, automatically

Mle'd. Speedheaters may be added as needed, or relocated

if desired. Because of their out-of (he-way mounting, they save

valuable floor and wall space and do not interfere with cranes,

partitions, or other obstructions. The fans can be used alone for

air circulation in summer.

heaters can also be used for such process heat applications

as drying castings, cloth, wood and other materials or processes

requiring heat up to 150 :
F. They can also be used for thawing

or de-icing cars or cargos.

Industrial Heaters are especially designed to meet the greater

heating requirements in buildings with high ceilings, wide floor

spaces, frequently opened doors, or large window areas. They

are available for floor, wall, inverted-wall, or ceiling mounting.

The high heat output of Sturtevant Industrial Heaters resulting

from their larger air volume at low outlet temperatures permits

the use of fewer units for comparatively large areas. Because

each heater is a complete unit containing heating element and

fan to force the heated air to the desired area, they can be placed

in the most advantageous positions to create efficient circulation

and keep the entire area evenly and adequately heated.

The centrifugal fans of the Industrial Heater may be operated

continuously, independent of the heating requirement. The com-

bination of large capacity centrifugal fans, directional nozzles,

ample throw and automatic control provide flexibility to main-

tain desired temperature and air circulation.

Horirental Speedheaters installed in this rattling plant

provide general heating with automatic control. H e warm
air evenly throughout, do not use valuable floor or wall space

Downblost Speedheaters ore -ea 1 'or high ceilings because of

:ompletely blankets

_nce, does - : z ->e.

Industrial Heaters, ceiling mounted, provide uniform heat auto-

matically throughout this extensive warehouse. Their high heat output

mokes possible the use of fewer units, each serving large areas.

Industrial Heaters, wall-mounted, are out of the way, yet serve

large rooms because of their powerful fans and efficient coils. They

are self-contained, can be relocated easily.

Speedheaters
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
\ine and shipping rooms

Gu e houses
Temporan. buildings

. EH dr> mg
Industrial Heaters

High-ceiling buildings

Manufacturing areas

Storage warehouses

Power plants

Saw-tooth buildings

Loading platforms and garages

Large window a

Roundhouses
Shipping rooms
Process dr\ing

Pickling rooms



HEATING & VENTILATING

Heating and Ventilating

Industrial Heaters are ideal for within-the-space location to
furnish warm air evenly over large areas. They may also be used
to supply fresh, tempered make-up air as required to balance the
exhaust of smoke and fumes from various processes. This elimi-
nates cold, drafty conditions which would otherwise be cre-
ated by excessive cold air infiltration.

When make-up air is not required, the units may still he used
for continuous circulation to eliminate stratification and to
maintain uniform conditions during the heating season. During
other seasons, unhealed fresh air may be introduced for venti-
lation, circulation and air movement by operating the centrifu-
gal fans within the unit. In many instances this eliminates the
need for additional ventilating equipment.

Built-in mechanical air cleaning may be combined with the air

supply, if desired, using throwaway or cleanable filters located
after the fresh and recirculated air mixing box.

Central Systems, consisting of factory-assembled air han-

dling units or separate centrifugal or axial flow fans and heat-

ing coils, are used for maintaining uniform temperatures over
large working areas to insure both employee comfort and effi-

cient working conditions.

Most of the air may be recirculated, except where the manufac-
turing process requires that large volumes of air be exhausted
to control dust and fumes. In these instances, at least an equal

amount of outside air must be admitted to maintain the proper
balance. Central systems permit introducing the proper quanti-

ties of air directly at the desired locations.

Partial air cleaning may be accomplished with mechanical filters.

Where a high degree of cleaning is required, PREC1PITRON-
the electronic air cleaner-should be used. In addition, humuh
fication needed for comfort or process requirements ni.iv be

maintained by adding spray-type humidifii

Heating and Ventilating Units draw air through filter and coil

sectiont, then the fan section circulates clean, warm air through ducts.

Above, fan section and its motor drive is at top of unit.

I

Duct Systems for heating and ventilating large industrial plants can

be served by combinations of fans and heating coils, or by unitary

equipment such as Heating and Ventilating Units

Industrial Heaters, mounted high, provide uniform heat throughout
this huge building where large equipment is manufactured Alternate

heaters have fresh air intakes; the others circulate and heat the air

Centrifugal Fan and Heating Coil comprise one of many central
systems in rfil* build. ng In the supply duct a PBECIPITRON electroni-

cally cleans the air at the intake before .t is circulated

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Industrial buildings

Administration buildings

Plant office .ire.is

Manufacturing areas

Assembly i

Stjckroonis

LgC areas

Locker rooms

Shower rooms
( Atetenas

Dining rooms
Kitchens

W a re houses

Conference rooms

Pre^

ms
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Exhaust Ventilation Equipment Ventilation

Toilets, locker rooms, showers and other spaces used by per-

sonnel require exhaust fans from the standpoint of odor re-

moval, health and comfort. In practically every locality, such

exhaust ventilation of stale or foul air is a code requirement.

Replacement air usually comes by infiltration from surrounding

areas and does not require an additional air supply system.

Industrial plant cafeterias and kitchens also must have proper

exhaust, not only for satisfactory working conditions, but to

prevent smoke and odors gelling into the dining areas. Wher-
ever an inaccessible space requires local exhaust, it can be han-

dled by within-the-space or externally located, compact venti-

lating sets.

The use of ventilating sets is not confined to exhaust ventilation

of small spaces. They may also be used efficiently with exhaust
hoods. Individual cleaning and process tanks which give off

fumes and steam are examples of this application.

In many installations, ventilation is necessary to dissipate the

heat generated by equipment. Filtered air blown through large

rotating electrical machinery, such as motors and generators,

prevents overheating and increases their efficiency.

Evaporative cooling of the ventilation air, using Westinghouse-

Sturtevant Air Washers or Filter Washers, provides additional

cooling, often reducing the air volume requirement. Ventilation

—and air conditioning where needed—helps to maintain con-
tinuous operation of intricate electrical control. In addition,

operational outages caused by airborne dirt may be eliminated

by electronic air cleaning. Westinghouse PRECIPITRON, added
to the system, provides maximum cleaning.

Special furnaces generating large amounts of heat, such as

glass furnaces and heat treating ovens, may require air cooling

either for continuity of operation or for dissipating heat radi-

ated from their surfaces.

Rill.'
Centra! Exhaust System pulls air from locker rooms, washrooms and
corridors on various floors of this building. Fresh, make-up air is sup-

plied by infiltration from adjacent areas or rooms.

Within-the-Space Exhaust Fan handles the requirements of this

toilet room. The quiet, compact fan and simple ductwork is ideal where
remote installations cannot utilize a centrol exhaust system

Air Handling Unit recirculates and cools ventilating air for these

motor-generator sets. Because they are enclosed in this room, no dirt

or corrosive fumes can get at the electrical equipment.

Axiflo Fans in concrete ducts below each of these gas engine genera-

tors draw cooling air through them to dissipate the intense heat gen-

erated and exhaust it to the atmosphere through individual stacks.

30

Exhaust Ventilation
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

First aid rooms
Lead pots

Small cleaning tanks

Equipment Ventilation
Electrical generating equipment
Electric motors
Engine jacket cooling

Forced-ventilation motors

Equipment control rooms
Cooling electronic tubes

Furnace cooling

Heat-treating ovens
Mold cooling

Roll cooling

Witt drawing machinery
Spot cooling



INDUSTRIAL PROCESS

Dust Control Pneumatic Conveying

Dust control is the solution to certain hazards found in many
industrial operations. It is also a requirement of many state

and municipal codes. In addition to the control of dust at its

source, a dust collecting system conveys it to a designated point

for disposal or reclamation.

Plant cleaning and maintenance costs and occupational disease

hazards are greatly reduced by dust control. In some cases, the

air may be cleaned and recirculated to conserve heat and

materially reduce fuel costs during the heating season.

Sturtevant Industrial Fans with air handling or material han-

dling wheels are ideal for this application and for use with

various types of wet and dry industrial dust collectors. Proper

engineering and installation involves correct air volumes, veloc-

ities, dust separation and careful design of hoods and piping.

Therefore, qualified engineering contractors should be given the

entire responsibility for the installation.

Pneumatic conveying offers an economical and rapid method

of moving a wide variety of fibrous, granular, or powdered

materials such as chemicals, grains, cotton, wool, wood, metal

chips and shavings. Its advantages are low first cost, low main-

tenance, economy in labor, protection of material from loss or

damage in transit, and minimum space requirements.

Wherever pneumatic conveying is applicable, it is economical

compared to mechanical conveyors or elevators. In addition,

it can traverse obstructed areas or convey between buildings

and to remotely located collectors or bins.

The blow-through system is used where the material can be

introduced safely through the fan. Where this might damage

either the material or the fan, the draw-through or injector

sWem is used. In draw-through, the fan provides suction from

a point beyond the collector. In the injector system, material is

fed into the conveying pipe on the discharge side of the blower.

One Industrial Fan exhausts the large amounts of gritty dust and

dirt caused by this foundry shake-out. Without dust control, silicosis

and other hazards would endanger employes' health.

Installed by Kirk & Blum

Twenty Industrial Fans handle the requirements of many depart-

ments in this plant where cutting, trimming, sanding, and buffing

operations create a dust nuisance. Dust collectors reclaim usable waste.

Central System pulls metal chips and shavings from a battery of

milling machines for this electric iron manufacturer, Area is always

kept clean and metal chips are reclaimed at minimum expense.

Industrial Fans in this injector system provide the air pressure to

convey long-strand wool from these hoppers to collecting bins after

it has been dried. Wool does not pass through fans.

ICAL APPLICATIONS

Dust Control
Buffing wheels

Grinding wheels

Foundries
Sandblasting

Grain handling and storage

Vibration screens

Crushing and screening

Mechanical conveyors

Rotary*kilns

Woodworking operations

Rubber compounding
Bag cleaning

Pneumatic Conveying
Wool and cotton

Wood shavings and sawdust

Synthetic fibers

Granulated cork

Metal chips

Tobacco
Paper trim and pulp chips

Grains and cereals

Soap flakes

Rubber scrap
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OCESS

Fume & Vapor Exhaust

In many industrial plants, fumes, gases and vapors from equip-

ment or processes constitute a definite industrial and occupa-

tional hazard unless properly removed or dispersed. They

cause property damage, reduce production and efficiency, cre-

ate a fire or explosive hazard, soil or damage work in process,

and lead to employee discomfort or occupational disease.

Fumes and vapors can best be handled by a properly designed

system consisting of hoods, piping and centrifugal or axial flow

exhaust fans. This is an application of the basic principle of col-

lecting fumes and vapor at the point of generation.

In some instances, because of the rapid generation of fumes, it

is more practical to provide general exhaust of the entire area.

This is also true where cranes and other equipment prevent the

installation of ductwork. The nature of the exhaust problem to

be solved will determine the type of equipment and design of

system to be used.

Fume and vapor exhaust systems create a negative pressure

or vacuum; therefore, make-up air is required to replace the

exhausted air. The supply of tempered make-up air eliminates

cold or drafty conditions caused by infiltration of cold air.

Many of the fumes and vapors encountered in industrial

processes are corrosive or explosive. For corrosive conditions,

it is advisable that a suitable protective coating be applied to

hoods and ductwork. To insure continuous operation of the

exhaust fan on systems which handle gases of a corrosive na-

ture, the fan wheel and inside surfaces of the fan housing

should also be supplied with a protective coating. Depending

on the nature and concentration of the corrosive fumes, vari-

ous coatings are available, such as soft or hard natural rub-

ber, neoprene, phenol or vinyl resins.

For explosive conditions, the exhaust fan should be supplied

with wheel, inlet or complete housing of non-ferrous metal.

•Cf-
*%**.«

."*«*i

Twenty-six Axiflo Fpns exhaust explosive hydrogen fumes from this

chemical plant before pockets form near the ceiling. Elbow arrange-

ment keeps motors, belts, and bearings out of corrosive air stream.

Central System
hausts toxic fumes

ere, require

serving o series of cyanide salt bath furnaces ex-

Individual hoods collect fumes at point of genera-

less fan capacity than exhausting general area.

Twenty-three V-Belt Vent Sets remove injurious acid and caustic

vapor fumes from cleaning and plating tanks. Each hood is served by

an individual fan located on the roof of the building.

Individual Fan Unit handles the exhaust problem of this tilt furnace;

results in better working conditions for employes and extra life for

equipment that would otherwise be exposed to corrosion.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
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poti

Muminum pot lines

Pickling tanks A. rooms
Continuous pickling lines

W elding

• inc

plating tanks

Laboratory hoods
De-greaser exhaust

Continuous paint spray

Metal washers

Oil. gas and electric furnaces

Tilting furnaces

Core ovens
Paint and varnish kettles

Wire impregnating

Ovens and dryers

Anodizing tanks

Plant kitchen ranges

Storage batteries

Garage exhaust

Cvaniding
Tinning and soldering



INDUSTRIAL PROCESS

Vapor Absorption

Vapor absorption installations, which may be of the unit or
central fan duct system design, are required in many process
industries. They have two definite functions:

1 ) To supply, throughout the process area, a blanket of warm
or tempered outside air of low moisture content in sufficient

quantity to maintain the dew point temperature of the area
below that of the surrounding walls and ceiling, thus elimi-
nating fog and preventing condensation on walls, ceilings and
room contents. 2) To exhaust from the area to the atmosphere
an equal volume of the moisture-laden air, in order to main-
tain an approximately constant dew point.

The supply system, which furnishes outside air exclusively
(except during shut-down periods, when room air may be re-

circulated), is comprised of tempering heater coils under auto-
matic control, supply fans with drive, and a system of gal-
vanized iron, copper or composition distributing ducts. Strate-

gically located supply units of the Sturtevant Industrial Heater
type are often used. Supply air, however, is taken from out of
doors or adjacent heated areas where dry air is available.

Vapor absorption must be a combination of supply and ex-
haust. Removal of vapor with exhaust fans, hoods, and ducts
alone gives fair or even good results during warmer months
when windows are open, but will produce fog and condensa-
tion during colder months when windows are closed and the
supply of dry air is insufficient to blanket and absorb the
moisture. This procedure also results in uneven distribution,

causing "wet areas" and "cold spots," due to outside air en-
tering through leaks and opened doors.

Installation cost of an efficient vapor absorption system
nearly always be considered self-liquidating because of sav-

ings effected in plant maintenance, as well as elimination of
the hazard of fog in working areas.

Silentvane Fans and Coils supply 2,000,000 cfm of dehumidified
air to absorb the moisture from this huge paper-making machine utiliz-

ing the world's largest hood. Over 100 fans are used in this paper mill.

Air Handling Units furnish tempered make-up air for this dyehouse

to replace air exhausted by Silentvane fans. Heated air passing through

yarn on the drying machine formerly caused bothersome fog.

Vapor Absorption System Off. These mercerizing tenter ranges
create large amounts of vapor in normal atmosphere, causing unde-
sirable operating conditions and higher maintenance cost.

Vapor Absorption System On. Fans and coils provide warm, dry air

so that vapor from these same tenter ranges will be absorbed, thus
controlling fog and eliminating condensation on walls and ceilings.

TYPICAL APPLICATION

Textiles — where elimination of fog and condensation in dye
houses, bleacheries, and finishing departments materially re-

duces seconds, rejects and maintenance of plant.

Paper and Pulp Mitts — where the material in process carries

a/ very high moisture content, and vapor-free air is a require-

ment of all machine, beater and grinder rooms.

Steel and Metal Goods where a combination of efficient ex-

hausting and vapor absorption in pickling rooms pays divi-

dends in the form of increased service life of all equipment.

Process Industries where vapor ahsorphon applications to

improve working conditions and preserve equipment are found
in laundries, and in electroplating and coating rooms

Food Industries - where kettle, canning, blanching, honk-
washing and bottle-filling rooms have to he conditioned
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INDUSTRIAL PROCESS

Process Drying

Westinghouse-Sturtevant apparatus is widely used in drying sys-

tems to move, heat and dehumidify the air for drying by evapo-

ration at atmospheric pressure. Many products need drying at

some processing stage.

Sometimes it is the raw material, such as flax, straw or soap-

stone. It may be a preliminary process, as when brick is dried

before burning; intermediate as in leather stuffing; or in a final

operation, such as drying macaroni. It may be a by-product like

cottonseed, or a waste product such as brewery mash.

Only one of several types of dryers will be best suited for a

specific set of requirements. Generally, the character of the

material to be dried is most important in selecting the type of

apparatus. A compartment dryer is usually used for liquid or

paste, a rotary dryer for lumpy or granular materials, while an

adiabatic dryer is preferred where the product is sensitive to

heat as in the case of sugar or glue.

However, methods of handling will also influence selection.

When material can best be handled in batches, a compartment

dryer is usually most advantageous, or when drying must keep

step with continuous production, a tunnel or progressive dryer

is essential.

Quantity and speed in drying involve a number of technical

factors, and no two problems are alike. In addition to the char-

acter of material and method of handling, varying reactions

under different temperatures and air velocities, the proper con-

trol of humidity, and uniform distribution of air and heat in

the dryer must also be considered.

Particularly important is the maximum permissible entering

air temperature. Not only is this true from the standpoint of

damage to the material being dried, but also because an ex-

cessive rate of drying will prevent the moisture from within the

material from reaching the surface to be absorbed by the air.

8 fl
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Insfolled by J. O. Ross

Forty Sturtevant Fans with individual motor drives are used in this

special dryer to remove excess moisture from paper pulp in a unique

installation for an eastern paper mill.

Fans and Heating Coils are used with this compartment dryer for

treating rabbit skins. The material is handled in batches on trays, can

be removed to make room for next batch.

Fans, Surface Dehumidifiers and Compressors combine to pro-

vide the proper temperature and humidity to accurately control the

drying operation in forming these paper cups and food containers.

Coils and Fans supply heated air for drying plastic-covered cloth

here. Air enters heating coils at upper left, passes down and through

oven, then is exhausted by the fan on top of the dryer.

I O N
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C hcmical prod. .

Enamel and laoquci

Fur and felt for huts

1 entering of cloth

Ravon and cotton slashing

>x>n dr>mg of cloth

Photo nlm
P\ro\aline coaled cloth

Printing inks

Lumber seasoning

Wire insulation

Linoleum
Leather

Pulp and paper
Tobacco
Powder and pyrotechnics

Soap
Dried blood

Powdered milk

Powdered eggs

Cereals and grains

Fiber board
Rubber products

Heat treating of castings



INDUSTRIAL PROCESS

Hpciw Dutv Annlir#itiAni

Heavy duty applications fall into two broad categories, general
industrial processes and mechanical draft for steam and power
generation. Many industrial processes require large volumes of
air at relatively high temperatures or pressures. In some cases,
severe abrasive conditions are encountered. Rugged, heavy duty
fans should be selected to handle these requirements, and ease of
maintenance and dependability are important considerations.

Heavy duty fans cover both fans and blowers and centrifugal
compressors. Although centrifugal compressors have perform-
ance characteristics similar to those of centrifugal fans, they
are definitely differentiated by their range of application.

Machines developing up to 16 ounces of pressure are generally
termed fans or blowers; those developing higher pressures, pri-

marily due to greatly increased rotative speeds, are termed
compressors. Thus in applications where the pressure developed
by fans proves inadequate, compressors can be employed.

The cooling of materials during process, or the cooling of fin-

ished products, finds application in most industries today. Proc-
ess cooling can be employed to improve product uniformity,
texture and finish, or to provide speed and ease of handling.

For example: materials processed in industrial ovens, molded
products, shapes hot-extruded from dies, wire drawing; prod-
ucts or materials which have been heat-treated, annealed, melted,
baked or dried; processes involving heat-producing chemical
reactions or mechanical friction ; and other processes where heat
is either used or developed are applications for process cooling.

Westinghouse-Sturtevant fans, coils, and refrigeration equip-
ment are built into cooling systems to provide the necessary
cooling effect with either cooled air, chilled water or other liquid

coolant for such applications as machinery rolls, calender rolls,

rubber mills, wire drawing, cooling sections of annealing ovens
and dryers, annodizing and electro-plating.

Silentvone and Turbovane Fans provide large quantities of air to

the glass melting furnaces of this manufacturer. If air supply failed,

the furnace and its melt would be lost.

Centrifugal Compressors serve as heavy duty blowers to supply
primary air to water gas generators. Others exhaust the gas after it is

made; still others increase gas pressure for distribution by pipe line.

Westinghouse Refrigeration Equipment supplies air to harden
Life Savers during the critical few moments after the pliable candy
mints are formed and while they are conveyed to wrapping machines.

Seventeen Axiflo Fans air-quench extruded aluminum architectural
shapes by dissipating 300 degrees of excess heat in a few moments to
improve structural properties of the metal.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Heavy Duty Applications
Sintering of ores

Slab heating furnaces and soaking pits

Pelletizing furnaces

Aluminum pot room ventilation

Cement and lime kilns

Engine test cells

Agitation of liquids

Scavenger blowers

Gas boosters and exhausters

Foundry cupolas

Incinerator plants

Process Cooling
Chemical processing

Plastics cooling

Brick and tile products

Pottery and glass products
Wax cooling

Wire drawing
Metal extrusion

Liquid or air quenching
Kiln dried products

Food processing

Bakery products
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AIR CONDITIONING

Comfort Air Conditioning

Comfort Air Conditioning is important in any industry. Con-
trolled temperature and humidity conditions, adequate air

circulation and distribution, ventilation and air cleaning create
a working atmosphere that will enable employees to produce
at a high level regardless of outside weather conditions.

Air conditioning in office and production areas results in a
more profitable utilization of production facilities. Employee
health, morale, efficiency and productive capacity are increased.
In addition, with more comfortable and healthier working con-
ditions it is easier to attract and hold desirable personnel, with
corresponding reduction in labor turnover and training expense.

Comfort air conditioning is not an expense but a money mak-
ing investment, since, in addition to the benefits outlined above,
poor workmanship and errors directly attributable to high tem-
peratures and humidities, are eliminated.

Whether you wish to air condition your plant or office, there
is a complete line of Westinghouse equipment plus qualified

engineering and installation personnel available to design and
install a system to fit your particular requirements.

The components shown in the preceding section have all been
designed and engineered to work together as a team in any
custom-built system. For smalle- installations, central plant
and within-the-space self-contained units permit you to con-
dition limited areas individually or to handle larger spaces by
zoning with a number of units.

Your system will be governed by the size of the area to be
conditioned, type of work done there, and its maximum occu-
pancy and heat-load factors. A complete air conditioning sys-

tem will begin to pay for itself from the start, and will provide
year 'round benefits for years to come.

Three Unitaire Conditioners supply cool, comfortable, circulated

air in this plant cafeteria. Employes are refreshed during lunch

period, return to their desks and benches with higher efficiency.

Unitaire Conditioner serves this plant office and adjacent ones

through ductwork. Hot weather doesn't slow down employes and

plant or office shut-down due to the heat is completely eliminated.

Unitaire Conditioners in the drafting room not only increase em-
ploye efficiency, they prevent blueprints from getting finger-marked
and edges from curling from heat and humidity on muggy days.

Central Air Conditioning System utilizes a field engineered and
assembled installation. General offices, individual offices and factory
space can be served from one or more central equipment rooms

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Individual offices

Large office areas

Conference rooms
Rest rooms
First aid stations

Control rooms
Assembly areas

Drafting rooms

Cafeterias

Dining rooms
Test rooms
Research laboratories

Reception rooms
Photo laboratories

Record vaults

Crane cabs

Telephone exchanges
Machine record rooms
Tabulating rooms
Class rooms
Blue print rooms
Printing presv rooms
Paint shops

engineering departments
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CLEANING

PRECIPITRON -the Electronic Air Cleaner

Contaminants suspended in the atmosphere create many seri-

ous problems for industry. Frequently ignored or regarded as

nothing more than a nuisance, airborne dirt and dust can, and

do. damage property, spoil products, and menace health.

Thev are often the direct cause of rejects, sub-standard quality,

soilage, poor finishes, and many other uncalculated losses. Dust

and dirt increase housekeeping and maintenance costs, lower

illumination levels, and affect worker's efficiency.

No industrial site completely escapes some or all of the prob-

lems of airborne dirt. Such problems become increasingly

important when large quantities of atmospheric air must be

circulated for ventilation, air conditioning, drying or process

work. Each cubic foot of this air may transport from 200,000

to over four million separate particles of foreign matter. Exam-

inations of typical dust removed from atmospheric air reveal

that it is made up of particles of soot, sand, ash, metal, animal

and vegetable matter, and other types of disintegrated material.

In addition, there is bacteria, mold spores, pollens and other

micro organisms. The fact that these particles are of microscopic

or sub-microscopic sizes in no way diminishes the damage which

they can cause.

Roughly, 85% of these particles are too small to be seen without

magnification. They are also far too small to be trapped by

ordinary filtering methods. PRECIPITRON equipment is de-

signed specifically to remove these microscopic particles from

the air. While unsuited to smoke control or heavy dust load

applications, PRECIPITRON apparatus finds a wide range of

applications in all types of industries.

PRECIPITRON units are available in a wide selection of ca-

pacities. The size, and in some instances the type, is determined

by the total quantity of air (cfm) to be cleaned. Using standard-

ized elements throughout, all sizes and types of units clean air
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AIR PARTICLES
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COLLECTOR

Precipitron Ionizer charges air-borne dirt and oppositely charged

collector plates attract and hold it. Air cleaning efficiency of the

electronic Precip'tren is many times greater than mechanical filters.

Precipitron cells, frames, ionizers and air distributing baffles are

all-oluminum. Normal installation, including cement drain sills front

and back, require eight linear feet in direction of air flow.

*

Precipitron collects dirt for 3 to 4 weeks, then is shut down briefly

for cleaning Garden hose flushes accumulated dirt from the collector

and down the drain Nothing is removed but the dirt.

Standard Precipitron may be installed outside to clean and purify

the air before it enters the building. At this food factory, spoilage

caused by air-borne dirt was completely eliminated.
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AIR CLEANING
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MECHANICAL DRAFT

Mechanical Draft

Mechanical draft fans are essential to the efficient operation of

boilers in industrial power plants generating steam for electric

power, plant heating and process steam. They handle the air

and flue gases in various combustion processes:

Primary air is the medium which delivers pulverized coal or

oil to the combustion chamber. In oil-fired boilers air helps to

atomize the fuel, thus promoting good combustion.

Secondary air is required to support combustion. It is best

supplied by conventional forced draft fans having a steep, stable

pressure characteristic and non-overloading horsepower feature.

Overfire air is additional forced draft air introduced over the

fuel bed in stoker installations to aid in smoke elimination.

Induced draft fans exhaust the hot gases after combustion of

the fuel and transfer of heat in the steam generating process.

Varying loads are common to many plant operations. There-

fore, maintenance of high efficiencies over the entire operating

range is an important factor in the selection of mechanical draft

fans. Adjustable inlet vane control is the most economical means

of obtaining variable fan output of both forced and induced

draft fans at high efficiency along with low first cost.

Where solid fuels are used, the induced draft fans handle prod-

ucts of combustion containing abrasive particles of fly-ash and

cinders. Rotors for these fans have incorporated in their design

erosion-resistant features such as renewable blade liners. For

severe service, liners are used on the inside of the fan casing.

Sturtevant is a pioneer in the development of mechanical draft

equipment for utility and industrial applications such as power

generation with conventional boilers including waste heat, boil-

ers with pressurized furnaces and those with cyclone furnaces

currently used in large utility power plant installations.

Two Forced Draft Fans provide the combustion air requirements for

the power plant of this chemical manufacturer who requires large

amounts of process steam in addition to electrical power.

TKree Induced Draft Fans tn the power plant of this mechanical

conveyor manufacturer required no maintenance in two years. Their

Erosion Resistant wheels showed no wear from abrasive fly-ash.

RECOMMENDED TYPES OF

Type of Firing

Stoker

Pulverized <

GftS-F iring

Oil-Firing

B\ -Product C

Solid Fuels (Wood Sha\ings)

Forced Draft

Backvsardly Inclined

Backwardly Inclined

Backward!) Inclined

Backward!) Inclined

Backwardly Inclined

Backwardly Inclined

Duplex Induced and Forced Draft Fans on common shaft help

produce steam for plant heating, for compressed air, and for various

manufacturing processes such as degreasing and dehydration ovens.

Large Forced Draft Fan uses Vane Control to obtain maximum effi-

ciency at part load. Automatically controlled inlet vanes permit motor

to operate with lower power consumption during off-peak periods.

N (Wheel Blade Shop
Induced Draft

Forwardly Curved
Forwardly Curved or Radial

Forwardly Curved or Backwardly Inclined

Forward!) Curved or Backwardly Inclined

Forv\ardl\ ( urved or Radial

hardly (Urved or Radial
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FAN TYPES FOR VARIOUS APPLICATIONS

r

Any machine handling a gas which continuously changes the mo-

mentum of gas in a tangential direction, requiring power input,

will satisfy the definition of a fan. Even the crudest of devices will

operate as a fan. The fundamental criterion of a good fan, however,

is its efficiency (either static or mechanical, depending upon the

application). Not all commercial fans are highly efficient.

While efficiency is the fundamental consideration of a fan as a fan,

it is not necessarily the criterion of a successful fan installation.

Numerous other factors should influence the selection of a fan. The

:ost of the fan is always of importance. Often, however, a cheap

fan with low efficiency and high power consumption is an uneco-

imical selection.

The noise emitted by a fan is often important. The degree of signifi-

cance attached to this noise should depend upon the application.

Some installations, such as heating and ventilating systems, are unsat-

isfactory with a noisy fan. Others, such as mechanical draft, may

tolerate a noisier fan because adjacent machinery may be equally

noisy or more so.

le from the relative quietness of various forms of fans, there

is the factor of speed necessary to develop a specified pressure. Re-

lless of the blade shape and the manufacturer of the fan, it must

; . | mess to all manufacturers that any unit operating

against total static pressure (internal plus external) of 1" and

greater, located in close proximity to the ventilated space, may well

be objectionable from the standpoint of noise. The reason is that

the fan speed and air speed necessary to develop the pressure even

at the point of maximum efficiency is too high for quiet operation.

For a given pressure, noise is dependent upon two quantities: the

fan speed and the air velocity leaving the wheel. The pressure de-

veloped b dependent on the product of these same two

This means that for a given pressure it is possible to have

a lov, fan speed with a corresponding high air velocity or a high fan

ed and a low air velocity. In a low speed fan the noise can come

from high air li anj event, the noise is proportional to

ped. Whether the fan is a low-speed, forwardly

curved blade t\pe or a higher speed, backwardly inclined blade type,

the noise is substantial!) the same for any given pressure.

Oth, Ollld influence the selection of any fan are:

u the space required for installation; and. in

resistance to abrasion and the ability to han-

. ials.

U I either in scries or in parallel. Neither ar-

rar . ;tcd to fans of the same si/e or to fans running

§C ies operation has no inherent pitfalls. The

i given volume will be the sum of the indi-

svith the given volume flowing. Parallel opera-

tes more care and should be used only after

careful consideration has been given to all the variables involved.

In general, most fans may be operated in parallel at some point on

the fan curve. On the other hand, certain types of fans with peculiari-

ties in performance characteristics may not be operated in parallel

at points near the maximum of the efficiency curve. Notable in this

respect is the forwardly curved blade centrifugal fan.

Centrifugal fans have a background of many years of application

experience. This experience has largely confirmed theoretical predic-

tion as to the adaptability to applications. The following tabular

arrangement shows generally how each type of centrifugal fan blad-

ing satisfies the requirements of various application duties. It should

be pointed out that this table cannot be used as a strict criterion in

all cases. There are exceptions, but in general, it is a good indication

of characteristics.

RELATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF
CENTRIFUGAL FANS

Backwardly Radial Forwardly

Inclined Blade Curved

First Cost* High Medium Low

Efficiency High Medium Medium

Stability of Operation Good Good Poor

Space Required Medium Medium Small

Tip Speed High Medium Low

Resistance to Abrasion Medium Good Poor

Ability to Handle Sticky Materials Medium Good Poor

•On normal duty applications, first cost is essentially the same for all types. Heavy

duty applications reflect the comparison listed.

Axial flow fans have shown a rapid increase in development and

use in recent years. They are designed so as to overcome the resist-

ance of prevailing winds, filters, baffles, heating and cooling coils

and distributing ducts which an ordinary propeller fan cannot do.

Generally speaking, their largest field of application is in industrial

fume exhaust systems, recirculation and process cooling, and wher-

ever large volumes of air must be handled at relatively low pressures.

Characteristics of the axial flow fan are low first cost, good efficiency,

stable and positive pressure in the working range, compactness and

"straight-thru" air flow. Specially designed axial flow fans have been

used for high pressures at high efficiencies. In some instances, par-

ticularly where space and weight are important considerations, the

axial flow fan may be more suitable than a centrifugal fan.

RADIAL BLADING FORWARDLY CURVED BLADING BACKWARDLY INCLINED BLADING

PE» CENT Of WIDE OPEN VOIUWE .OlUME

42
J in fan selection, characteristic curves plot fan pressure, horsepower, and efficient

air delivers rates ranging from no delivery (damper closed) to free delivery (damper wide open).

B curses are all on a percent basis and are typical for the type of fan or blading being considered



AVERAGE AIR VELOCITIES

FOR EXHAUST HOODS

Process Type of Hood Average Air Velocity fpm

Chemical

Laboratories

Enclosed hoods,

sliding door

Enclosed hoods,

open front

Down draft table

hoods

Enclosed hoods in

air conditioned

laboratories

50 to 70 fpm over gross

opening

70 to 90 fpm over face of

hood

90 to 125 fpm over fume-

producing area of table

Exhaust as above, plus a

supply of outside air

equal to 90 percent of

exhaust air

Degreasing Canopy hoods

Slotted hoods for

tanks up to 3 ft

wide

125 fpm over face of hood
1500-2000 fpm through 2

in. slots

Disc Grinding

and Sanding

Down draft through

grating

200 fpm over area of

grating

Dry Cans,

Padders and

Slashers

Canopy and Special

Hoods
25 to 35 cfm per sq ft of

drying cylinder surface,

plus exhaust of 150 fpm
over face area of mangle

and size box hoods

Electroplating Canopy hoods for

tanks up to 2 ft

wide

Canopy hoods for

tanks over 2 ft

wide

Slotted hoods for

tanks up to 2 ft

wide

Slotted hoods for

tanks over 2 ft

wide

125 fpm over face of hood

150 fpm over face of hood

2000 fpm through 2 in.

slots

2500 fpm through 2 in.

slots

Electric Welding Portable hoods

Open front booths

200 fpm over face of hood

100 fpm over face of booth

Foundry

Shake-out

Down draft hoods

Open front booths

Hot castings 400 fpm over

hood

Cold castings 250 fpm

over hood

150 fpm over face of booth

Grain Elevators Elevator booths

Transfer points

500 fpm over face of hood

400 fpm over area of all

openings

Granite Cutting Plain Hood

Flanged Hood

Special Portable

Hoods

Surfacing Machine--rated

on cfm-540 cfm

Surfacing Machine— 300

cfm

Hand tools 200 fpm at a

point 6 in. from face of

hood

Kitchen Ranges Canopy Hoods 100 to 150 fpm over face

of hood depending on

size and use

Metal Spraying Open front booths Lead 200 fpm over face of

booth; zinc and other

metals 125 to 150 fpm

over face of booth

Pickling Metals Canopy Hoods
Slotted Hoods

Blow and Exhaust

200 fpm over face of hood

200 to 250 cfm per sq ft

of tank. Vel. = 2000 fpm

through slots

Exhaust 200 to 250 cfm

per sq ft of tank. Vel

2000 fpm through slots

Blow 50-75 cfm per sq

ft of tank. Vel. 3000 to

5000 fpm

Rubber Mixing

Rolls

Canopy Hoods
Double Hoods

200 fpm over face of hood

2000 fpm through IV2 to 2

in. slots

Steam Kettles Canopy Hoods 150 fpm over face of hood

Varnish Kettles Canopy Hoods 200 fpm over face of hood

1. Double hoods are usually applied at around 75 percent of the face

velocity of a corresponding canopy hood, and with a velocity of 1000-

2000 fpm through the slot at the periphery of the hood.

2. Canopy hoods with side enclosures are usually applied at 100-125

fpm velocity over operating area of hood.

EXHAUST HOOD CONNECTIONS

Sixes of Connections for

Woodworking Machinery

Machine

Swing Saws

Rip Saws

Table Saws

Mitre Saws
Variety Saws

Double Saws
Gang Saws

Jig Saws
Tenoning

Variety

Moulder or

Shaper

Sanders

Arm Sander

Planers,

Matchers,

Moulders,

Stickers,

Jointers,

etc. (all top

and bottom

heads)

Side Knives

Hog

Type of Application

Small size on dry kiln lum-

ber, large on wet

Dry Kiln Material

Not Dry Kiln Material. . . .

Self-Feed Saws

For Box Factory Work. . . .

with Dado Head

(Dependent on size and

number of saws)

Blade under 2 inches wide
" 2 in. to 3 in

" 3 in. to 4 in

" 4 in. to 6 in

S in. to 8 in

Single Head
Double Head
Double End— Double Head.

Single Head
Double Head
Double Head. Heavy Work.
Belt— Less than 6 inches

wide

Belt— 6 to 8 and 10 inches

wide

Belt— 12 and 14 inches. . .

Drum-24 inches long. . . .

" 30 " " ....
" 36 " M ....
" 48 "

M
....

" Over 48 inches. . .

.

Disc —24 inches diameter

26 in, to 36 in

36 in. to 48 in

Knives 4 in. to 6 in

" 6 " " 8 "
. ...

9 " " 14 "

" 15 " " 20 "

" 22 " " 26 "

" 28 " " 36 "...

.

Under 4 inches

5-7 inches

8-10 inches

10-12 inches

12 inches wide and under

13-18 inches

19-21 "

21-24 "

No. of

Connec-

tions

Diameter
of Pipe

4 in. to 6 in.

5 in.

5 in,

5 or 6 in.

4 in.

4V2 in.

5 in,

4 in.

5 in.

5 in.

6 in. to 9 in.

4 in.

5 in.

6 in.

7 in.

8 in.

4 in.

5 in.

7 in.

10 in.

5 in.

7 in.

9 in.

5 in. +4 in.

on Idler

6 in. +5 in.

on Idler

7 in. +5 in.

on idler

8 in.

10 in.

5 in.

6 in.

7 in.

4 in.

5 in.

6 in.

7 in,

8 in.

9 in.

10 in.

5 in.

6 in.

7 in.

8 in.

9 in.

10 in.

14 in.

16 in.

Branch Pipes for Emery or Other Grinding Wheels

Diameter of Wheels

Maximum
Grinding

Surface

(Sq. In.)

6 in. or less, not over 1 in. thick.

7 " to 9 in., inclusive, not over IV2 in. thick

10 " to 16 " " " " 2 " "

17 " to 19 " " 3 " "

20 " to 24 " " " " 4 " "

25 " to 30 " " " " 5 " "

19

43

101

180

302

472

Minimum
Diameter of

Branch Pipe

(in Inches)

3

3V2
4

4V2
5

6

Branch Pipes for Buffing, Polishing or Rag Wheels

Diameter of Wheels

Maximum
Grinding

Surface

(Sq. In.)

6 in. or less, not over 1 In, thick

7 " to 12 in., inclusive, not over IV2 in. thick

13 " to 16 ' 2 " "

17 " to 20 " " " " 3 " "

21 " to 27 ' 4 " "

27 " to 33 5 " "

19

57

101

189

338

518

Minimum
Diameter of

Branch Pipe

(in Inches)

3V2

4

4V2
5

6

7

43



AIR REQUIREMENTS FOR THE COMBUSTION
OF OIL, GAS, COAL AND WOOD

Typical Analysis Virginia Bituminous Coal

ABMA Classification Va. No. 1—Pocahontas District

Percent Percent lb. air lb. gas Analysis-As-Fired

CO, Excess Air per lb. coal per lb. coal* Ultimate

18 3.0 11.4 12.3 Carbon 83.17

17 9.0 12.0 13.0 Hydrogen 4.42

15.0 12.7 13.7 Nitrogen 1.50

15 23.0 13.5 14.5 Oxygen 2.27

14 32.0 14.5 15.5 Sulphur 0.64

13 42.0 15.6 16.6 Ash 4.00

12 53.5 16.8 17.8 Moisture 4.00

Total 100.00
Btu 14550 per lb.

7.58 lb. of air per 10,000
Btu of zero excess air

Typical Analysis West Virginia Bituminous Coal

ABMA Classification W. Va. No. 3A—Pittsburgh District

18 2.5 10.4 11.3 Carbon 75.11

8.0 11.0 11.9 Hydrogen 4.98

16 14.3 11.6 12.5 Nitrogen 1.45

15 21.8 12.4 13.3 Oxygen 6.70

14 31.0 13.3 14.2 Sulphur 2.26

13 41.3 14.3 15.2 Ash 7.00

12 52.5 15.5 16.4 Moisture 2.50

Total 100.00
Btu 13600 per lb.

7.47 lb. of air per 10,000
Btu at zero excess air

Typical Analysis Pennsylvania Bituminous Coal

ABMA Classification Penn. No. 1-Broadtop District

18 3.8 11.0 11.9 Carbon 79.03

17 10.0 11.6 12.5 Hydrogen 4.13

16 16.5 12.3 13.2 Nitrogen 1.65

15 24.0 13.1 14.0 Oxygen 1.61

14 33.0 14.0 14.9 Sulphur 1.58

13 42.5 15.0 15.9 Ash 10.00

12 540 16.3 17.2 Moisture 2.00

Total 100.00
Btu 13800 per lb.

7.65 lb. of air per 10,000
Btu at zero excess air

Typical Analysis Ohio Bituminous Coal

ABMA Classification Ohio No. 3B

18 9.7 10.6 Carbon 69.41
17 9.0 10.3 11.2 Hydrogen 4.73
16 109 11.8 Nitrogen 1.36

15 23.0 11.6 12.5 Oxygen 7.32

14 31.6 12.4 13.3 Sulphur 3.18
13 409 13.3 14.2 Ash 9.00

12 52.5 14.4 15.3 Moisture 5.00

Total 100.00
Btu 12550 per lb.

7.52 lb. of air per 10,000
Btu at zero excess air

Typical Analysis Indiana Bituminous Coal

ABMA Classification Indiana No. 3C

18 2.9 9.0 9.9 Carbon 64.24
17 8.7 9.5 10.4 Hydrogen 4.48
16 153 10 1 11 Nitrogen 123
15 22.3 10.7 11.6 Oxygen 7.41
14 31.0 11.5 124 Sulphur 2.64
13 41.5 124 13.3 Ash 9.00
12 535 134 143 Moisture 11.00

Total 10000
Btu 11600 per lb

7 50 lb. of air per 10,000
Btu at zero excess air

Typical Analysts Southern Illinois Bituminous Cool

ABMA Classification Illinois No. 3B

18 32 93 102 Carbon 67 40
17 9.2 99 10.8 Hydrogen 4 48
16 156 10 4 11 3 Nitrogen 1 31
15 23.0 111 120 Oxygen 7.90
14 31 5 11 9 128 :nur 191
13 41.8 128 137 Ash 800
12 53 5 138 147 Moisture 9 00

Total 100 00
Btu 12050 per lb

7.51 lb of air per 10.000
Btu at zero excess

SOME DEFINITIONS USED IN FAN WORK*

STANDARD AIR DENSITY is 0.075 lb. per cu. ft. at sea level (29.92

in. barometric pressure), dry air, and 70° F
STANDARD FLUE-GAS DENSITY is 0.078 lb. per cu. ft. at sea level

(29.92 in. barometric pressure) and 70° F
VOLUME handled by a fan is the number of cubic feet of air per min-

ute (cfm) expressed at fan outlet conditions

TOTAL PRESSURE of a fan is the rise of pressure from fan inlet to fan
outlet

VELOCITY PRESSURE of a fan is the pressure corresponding to the

average velocity determined from the volume of air flow at

fan outlet area

STATIC PRESSURE of a fan is total pressure minus the fan velocity

pressure

POWER OUTPUT of a fan is expressed in horsepower and is based on
fan volume and fan total pressure

POWER INPUT is measured horsepower delivered to fan shaft

MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY of a fan is ratio of power output to power
input

STATIC EFFICIENCY of a fan is the mechanical efficiency multiplied by
the ratio of static pressure to the total pressure

FAN OUTLET AREA is the inside area of the fan outlet (flange)

FAN INLET AREA is the inside area of the inlet collar

*From the National Association of Fan Manufacturers, Inc.

Pressure Equivalents—Density air = 0.075 lb. per cu. ft.

Density Water = 62.3 lb. per cu. ft. at 64—68°F
Density Mercury = .4912 lb. per cu. in.

oi. per

sq. In.

lb. per

sq. In.

inches of

Water

ft. of

Water

Inches of

Mercury

lb. per

sq.ft.

1.

16.

.5767
69216
7.8432

.0625
1.

.03605

.4326

.4912

1.7328
27.732
1.

12.

13.596

.1444
2.311
.08333

1.

1.133

.1272
2.035
.0734
.882

1.

9.0
144.0

5.19
62.3
70.6

235.136

(One At-

mosphere}

14.696 407.54 33.962 29.921 2116.22

PRESSURE VOLUME VELOCITY EQUIVALEfcV

Velocities and Volumes of Air Corresponding to

Various Pressures Based on 0.075 lb. per cu. ft. Density

Pressure

Inches

of

Water

Velocity

in

Feet

per

Minute

cfm Discharged

through an ori-

fice having an

effective area

of one sq. In.

Pressure

Inches

of

Water

Velocity

In

Feet

per

Minute

cfm Discharged

through an ori-

fice having an

effective area

of one sq. In.

V4
v2
V4

1

2

2V2

2002
2830
3465
4004
4900
5660
6330

13.90
19.65
24.06
27.81
34.01
39.29
43.95

3

3V2
4
5

6
7

6933
7490
8010
8955
9810
10580

48.11
52.10
55.60
62.15
68.10
73.55

*Tr>e weight of gas per pound of coat may be assumed as the pounds
per pound of coal plus one minus the percentage :
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Mol.
Density

Relative to

Alr = 1

at 65° F

Specific Heat at

Constant Pressure BTU
Nome Symbol Wt. per Lb , F, for Moderate

(0 = 16.00) Pressure and
Temperature

Acetylene C.H. 26 026 0907 350
Air 1 000 0240
Ammonia NH 17034 0.596 0523
Carbon Dioxide CO* 44 005 1 529 205
Carbon Monoxide CO 28 005 0967 243
Ethylene C.H, 28042 0.975 040

Hydrochloric Acid HCI 36 468 1 269 191
Methane CH« 16037 0554 593
Methyl Chloride 50 489 1 785 024
Nitrous Oxide N:-0 44.02 1 529 212
Steam HA) 18016 623 046
Sulphur Dioxide SO. 64 06 2 264 154

Ethane 30 058 1 049 386
Hydrogen Bromide HBr 80 928 2 819 082
Hydrogen Iodide HI 127 928 4478
Hydrogen Sulphide 34 16 1 190 243
Nitric Oxide NO 3001 1.037 0232
Propane C#> 44079 1 562



ALTITUDE -TEMPERATURE - DENSITY CHART
FOR AIR AT NORMAL TEMPERATURES
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ALTITUDE -TEMPERATURE - DENSITY CHART

FOR AIR AT HIGH TEMPERATURES
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Left chart shows the relationship between Altitude, Tempera-

ture and Density of air. Knowing two of these variables, the third

may be found by laying a straight edge on known values. The
value of the third variable may be read from the intersected scale.

Examples shown: Air at 0° F and altitude 4000 feet (or

barometer of 25.9 in. Hg) has a density of 0.075 lb. per cu. ft.

Also, at 50° F and 28.9 in. Hg., air has a density of 0.075 lb. per

cu. ft. (Note the two shorter scales used in the second example

are magnified portions of the Barometer and Density scales used

in the first.)

Right chart shows the relationship between altitude and density

of air at higher temperatures.

Example shown: with a barometer reading of 27.5 in. Hg., air

at 350° F will have a density of 0.045 lb. per cu. ft.

FAN DUTY MOTOR SELECTION CHART

Type of Motor HP Range Stg. Torque Speed Remarks

sf
a.

•

e
M

Resistance
Split Phase

2 Value
Capacitor

Single Value
Capacitor

Capacitor Start

Induction Run

Repulsion Start

Induction Run

Up to

54 hp

Up to
71/2 hp

Up to

IVi hp

Up to

7V2 hp

Va to
71/2 hp

Medium

High

Low

High

High

Constant

Constant or
Variable

Constant or
Variable

Constant

Constant

Advantages—Low First Cost.

Disadvantages—High Starting Current; Apt to be Noisy.

Advantages—Good Starting and Running Characteristics.

Disadvantages—High First Cost.

Advantages—Good Running Characteristics.

Disadvantages—Not Suited for Belt Drive.

Advantages—Good Starting Characteristics; Low First Cost.
Disadvantages—Fair Operating Characteristics.

Advantages—Good Starting Characteristics.

Disadvantages—Fair Running Characteristics; Commutator, Brushes
and Cutout to Service.

o
a.
_>.

5
a.

Squirrel

Cage
Va hp
Up

High
or

Medium

Constant Advantages — Rugged Simple Construction; Low Cost, Normal
Torque; Normal Starting Current or Normal Torque; Low Starting
Current; Types Satisfactory for Belted or Direct Connected Fan
Drive.
Disadvantages—Speeds Fixed by Number of Poles and Frequency.

Slip Ring

Multi-Speed
Variable and
Constant
Torque

1 hpUp

>/2 hp Up

High

Variable

Constant

Variable

2 or 4
Dependent
on No. of
Windings

Advantages—Good Starting Characteristics; Speed May be Varied.
Disadvantages—Higher First Cost; Slip Rings and Brushes to Service.

Advantages—Good Operating Characteristics on Fan Load.
Disadvantages—Low Torque on Low Speeds. May Require Starting
on High-speed Windings.

Advantages—Suitable for Belted Jobs.
Disadvantages—Poorer Operating Characteristics on Fan Load.

c
«

aw
i

3

Series

Shunt and
Compound

>/2 hp Up

1/2 hp Up

High

High

Variable

Constant
or Variable
by Control

Advantages—Speed Characteristics Adaptable to Many Applications.
Disadvantages—Cannot be Used on Belt Drives.

Advantages—Adjustable Speed by Field Control; Variable Speed by
Armature Control; Combination of Both May be Used; Suitable for
Belt Drive or Direct Connection.
Disadvantages— Relatively Expensive and High Cost of Maintenance.
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PROPERTIES OF SATURATED STEAM PROPERTIES OF AIR
SATURATED WITH WATER VAPOR

PRESSURE-in. H9 . SPECIFIC VOLUME
1

EMTHALPY-TOTAL HEAT

* \
a

::;:

TEMP.
Sfl,

F Liquid

•7

Sot.

Vapor

V
g

Sot.

Liquid
E
r
a >-

ft/

Sat.

Vopor

.25 .23 .01602 2423.7 8.28 1071.1 1079.4

.50 29.42 58.80 .01604 1256.4 26.86 1060.6 1087.5
1.00 2892 79.03 .01608 652.3 47.05 10492 1096.3
1.5 28.42 91.72 .01611 444.9 59.71 1042.0 1101.7

2.0 2792 101.14 .01614 339.2 69.10 1035.6 i 1105.7
3.0 26 92 115.06 .01618 231.6 82.99 1028.6 11111.6
4.0 2592 125.43 .01622 176.7 93.34 1022.7 ,1116.0
5 13.76 .01626 143.25 101.66 1017.; 1119.4

10 19 92 161.49 .01640 74.76 129.38 1001.4
! 1130.8

179.14 .01650 51.14 147.06 990.7
! 1137.8

20 9.92 192.37 .01658 39.07 16033 982.7 : 1143.0
25 2 203 08 .01666 31.70 171.09 975.9

1
1147.0

.92 210.43 .01671

212.00 .01672

27.60

26.80

178.48

180.07

971.4

970.3

1149.9

1150.4

PPESSURE-psi
Absolute

219.44 .01677 23.39 187.56 965.5 1153.1
222.41 .01679 22.17 190.56 963.6 1154.2
227.96 .01683 20.089 196.16 960.1 1156.3

235.49 .01689 17.627 203.78 955.2 1159.0
240 07 .01692 16.303 208.42 952.1 1160.6

.01701 13.746 218.82 9453 1164.1
01708 11.898 227.91 939.2 1167.1

.01715 10.498 236.03 933.7 11697
01721 9.401 243.36 928.6 1172.0
01727 8.515 250.09 924.0 1174.1

7.787 256.30 919.6 1175.9

.01738 7.175 262.09 915.5 1177.6
6.655 267 50 911.6 1179.1
6.206 272.61 907.9 1180.6

01753 5.816 277.43 9045 1181.9

80 01757 5.472 28202 901.1 1183.1
01761 5168 28639 897.8 1184.2
01766 4896 290.56 8947 1185.3
01770 4652 294.56 891.7

!

1186.2

01774 298 40 888 8 1187.2:
01778 4.232 30210 886.0 1188.1
01785 3.882 309 11 8806 1189.7
.01792 3.587 31568 8754 1191.1

01800 3 333 32185 870.6 1192.4
01802 3220 324.82 8682 1193.0
01806 3114 327 70 865.8 1193 5
01812 2922 333.24 861.4

1

1194 6

01819 338.53 857 1

;

1195.6
01825 2.601 343 59 8529 11965
01831 2 466 348.44 848 9 11973

190 01833 2.404 350.79 846 8 1197.6

01842 2.234 35758 841.1 1198 7 1

200 3 01847 361.91 837.4 1199.3
01852 2.0422 266 09 833.8 11999

240 01860 19183 372.12 8285 1200.6

2503 01873 17422 38160; 820.1 1201 7
280.3 01887 15689 392 16 810.5
3303 01911 40817 7956
350.3 01919 414.13; 7900 1204.1

415 4003 0194 11196 4281
i 776 4 12

515 5003 0198 9006 452 9 A2

Pressure

~1

Wt. of VOLUME ENTHALPY
of Water CUBIC FEET mi

Water
TEMP. Vapor

Vopor to

Saturate 1 ib.

-f 1 lb
- 1 lb

iff Aii Vapor to Saturated

*nr *" JJ .:. with Dry Air Saturate Miiture
Inches of

•"i " Vapor to (sensible (latent (total

Mercury Grains Saturate heat) heat) heat)

.037645 5.51 11.578 11593 0.00Cl! 0.835i 0.835
4 .04633" 6.78 11.679 11.697 0961 1.030

8 .056832 8.32 11.781 11803 1.922 1.266 3188
12 .069462 10.18 11.882 11.910 2.882 1.55C 4.432

16 .084612 12.40 11.983 12.017 3.843 1.892 5.735

20 .10272 15.08 12.084 12.126 4.804 2.302 7.106

24 .12431 18.24 12.186 12.2371 5.765 2.792 8.557

28 .14996 22.03 12.287 12.349 6.726 3.377 10.103

.16452 24 15 : 12.338 112.406 7 206 3.709 10915
32 .18035 26.52 12.388 12.463 7.686 4.072 11.758
2- .19546 28.74 12 438 12.520 8.167 4.418 12.585
36 .21166 31.18 12.489 12.578 8.647 4.791 13438

38 .22904 33.70 12.540 12.637 9.128 5191 14319
40 .24767 36.45 -2.695 9 608 5 622 15230

.26763 39.45 -.2755 10.088 6084 16.172
44 .28899 42.60 12.691 12.815 10 569 6580 17 .

.31185 46.00 12.742 12.876 11049 7.112 18

:

48 .33629 49.70 12.792 |12.938 11530 7.681 19211
50 .36240 53.60 :: 5:3 13001 12010 8.291 20301 1

52 .39028 57.80 12.894 13.064 12 491 8.945 21 *
54 .42004 62.20 12.944 13.129 12.971 9.644 22615
56 .45176 67.00 :: W5 13195 1039 2384
58 .48558 72.10 13 D45 13261 13.932 11.19 25.12 i

60 .52159 77.50 13.096 13329 12 05 2646

62 .55994 83.50 13.147 13398 14.893 12 96 27.85
.60073 8960 13.197 15374 13.94 29.31

65 .64411 96.2 13.247 13539 3083
68 69019 103.3 13.298 13613 16.335 16.09 32 42

70 .73915 110.8 13.348 13.687 16.816 17.27 34.09
.79112 118.8 13.398 13762 17.297 1853 3583
.84624 127.2 13449 17.778 1988 3766

0.90470 136.3 .2 4^9 ".6 259 21.31 39 57

78 096665 1461 22 84 4158
80 1.0323 1563 .4.087 19.221 4369
82 1.1017 167.1 14.174 19702 26 20 4590

1.1752 179.0 4 262 20183 2804 48.22

86 1.2529 191.1 1 20.663 3000 5066
88 1.3351 2040 4 448 21 144 3209 53 23
90 1.4219 218.0 21625 3431 55 93
92 1.5135 2331 13904 22 106 36 67 5878

1.6102 248.7 22 587 39 18 61 77
96 1.7123 265.5 14005 23 068 41.85 64 92
98 18199 2835 14 056 2 3 548 44 6-2 6823
100 19333 3020 14 106 24029 47 70 71 73

105 2.2439 3550 14 232 15 387 25 232 81 34
110 2 5966 416.0 15 724 26 434 65 91 92 34
115 2 9962 4875 16 098 27 637 104 98

570 .6 516 28 841 9070
,

11954

125 3 16 985 30 044 1064 136 4
: 5272 782 7 516 31248 124 7 155 9

135 5 9150 14 990 18 122 32.452 146 4 1789
1073.0 33 655 1720 205 7

6828 1262 r 629 34 859 2025 237 4
5722 1488 1580 36 063 239 2 275 3

160 9.1 2090 15 622 23 068 38 472 337 8 376.3
: 203 3030 40882 4906 5315

46100 : 43.292, 7485 7918
7700 : 45 70411 255 301

";468
I 1

160800
J

16.632

j

77.142] 48.1 19 1

2

629 '2677

Abstracted by permission from Chapter 3
Heat *i Mm* a* • Con i 1 'g .951

'•



FLOW OF AIR THROUGH AN ORIFICE

Discharge in Cubic Feet of Air Per Minute Through an Orifice When
Discharging Air with Density = 0,075 with .65 Coefficient of Discharge

Dia. of

Orifice

in Inches

Actual Area

of Orifice

In iq. inches

Air Pressure on Orifice in ounces

8 10 12 14 II

1/16
1/8

3/16
1/4

5/16
3/8

7/16
1/2

5/8
3/4
7/8

IVfc

1H

2H

4

0031
0123
.0276
0491

.0767
1105
1503
1963

3068
4418
6013
7854

9940
1 2272
1 4849
1 7671

20739
2405

I L42

3 547

4 4)0
4 909

7 ObH

11 04S

216
867

1.94
3 46

5 40
7.79
106
138

21 6
31 2

424
55 3

70
865
105
125

146

195
222

2M
280

418

585
678

780
885

.241

965
2 16
3 86

6 02
867

11 8

15 4

24 1

34.7
47 2

61 5

780
96 2

117

189
217
247

278

348
385

465
555
650
755

868
986

.264
1 06
2 37
4 21

6 59
949

12 9
168
264
37 9

51 6
67 4

85 3

105
128
152

178
207
237
270

305

380
421

M0
607
712
826

950
10 HO

285
1.14
2 56
4.55

7 12

103
140
182
285
41
558
728
92 2

114
138
164

192
224
256
292

330
368
411
455

550
656
770
893

1025
1165

.304

1 22
2 74
4 86

760
109
14 9

19 4

304
43 8

596
778
985
122
N7
175

206
238
274
312

352
394
440
486

589
701
821

1095
1245

I Ounce per square inch 1 7 328 inches of water.

Dia of Actual Area Air Pressure on Orifice in ounces

Orifice of Orifice

In inches In sq. Inches II 20 24 28 32

00 31 372 403 4 30

0123 1 72

0276 290 3 62

543 5 96 6 43 687

0767 805 848 931 10 10 7

11 6 13 4 145 15 5

158 16 6 18 2 19 7 21

20.6 21 7 238 25 7 27 5

5/8 32 2 34 372 40 2 43

4418 46 4 488 53 6 57 9 61 8

665 730 78 7 84 1

1 7854 824 91 1 100 108 116

9940 104 110 121 130 139

1 2272 129 149 160

1 4849 156 164 181 195 208

1 7671 185 195 214 232 248

1H 218 230 252 272 290

266 292 315

290 306 362 387

2 348 382 412 440

3 547 392 465 497
483 521 557

2H 4 430 465 490 538 580 620

4 909 515 596 687

5 940 656 715 778 831

7 069 782 859 927 990

8 296 870 1007 1086 1160

9621 1010 1065 1170 1260 1385

11 045 1160 1220 1340 1450 1550

4 1390 1525 1645 1760

I Ounce per square inch 1 7328 mcnes of water

RECOMMENDED AND MAXIMUM
DUCT VELOCITIES

Recommended Maitmum
Velocities, fpm Velo

Office Industrial Industrial
Damnation

Buildings Buildings Buildings ««»
Outside Air

Intj. 300 1000 1000 I SCO

400 600 1000

1 Coils* 500 600 600 600 BOO- BOO

500 500 600 700 800-750

1300 2000 1600 1500 2200 1700-2800

1000 1300 1200 UOO 1400 1300 2400

600 900 800 800 1000 1200 1600

600 700 m BJU 400 1200

• ties J'

For large heating installations, the application of unit heaters

requires the calculation of total heat loss for the entire area as

well as studies of air distribution patterns. Hov\e\er, for small

or average-size jobs the following Quick Method is useful for

unit heater selection.

1. Determine cubical contents b> measuring floor area and mul-
tiplying by ceiling height.

2. Select proper factor for t> pe of space to heat from Table A.

and when applicable, the correction factor for Design Tempera-
ture Differentials from Tabid B

3 MultipK cubical content b\ Heat Lotfl PactOI from I .r

and the Correction Factor when applicable 1 his trill p .

estimated heat I088 in BtU*S per hour

TABLE A

Factor for Determining Heat Loss for Various Types of Buildings

Type of Major Minor Heat l

Building Qualifications Qualification* Factor

OneS-

>ry

1

1

1

'

'

;

1

1

Above
1

1

'

1

B
1

'ik ha*

Outside Design Temperature Correction Factor

f

0B6

re other «

the proper
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TABLE C

Conversion Table for Speed Heaters

Steam

Pressure Psig

Temperature of Entering Air

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

H DB H DB H DB H DB H DB H DB H DB H DB

2 1.24 1.22 1.16 1.14 1.08 1.07 1.00 1.00 .93 .93 .85 .86 .75 .79 .71 .73

5 1.29 1.26 1.21 1.19 1.13 1.11 1.05 1.05 .97 .98 .90 .91 .83 .84 .76 .77

10 1.38 1.33 1.29 1.25 1.21 1.18 1.13 1.11 1.06 1.04 .98 .97 .91 .90 .84 .84

20 1 50 1.42 1,42 1.35 1.33 1.28 1.25 1.21 1.17 1.14 1.10 1.07 1.02 1.00 ,9S .94

30 1 60 1.50 LSI 1.42 1.43 1.35 1.35 1.28 1.27 1.21 1.19 1.15 1.12 1.08 1.04 1.01

50 1.76 1.63 1.67 1.55 1.58 1.48 1.50 1.42 1.42 1.35 1.34 1.28 1 26 1.21 1.19 1.15

HO 1.93 1.77 1.84 1.70 1.75 1.63 1.66 1.56 1.58 1.49 1.50 1.42 1.42 1.35 1 H i 29

125 2 1

2

203 1.94 1.85 1.76 1.68 1,60 1.52

I

I Blowthru) l nit DB
NOTE: To determine

at Z IbS. steam pr

Dounblast (Drawthru) Unit

pa«. n > at any steam pressure and entering air temperature, multiply rated CRPRCit)

and 6u- entering air temperature by Constant from the tabk

l ow temperature unit heaters are available for lower outlet

mperatlire at a given steam pressure and entering air tem-

hould be considered where higher steam pres-

ntered or where il is desirable to circulate a

it tii

check should be made as to the volume of air

h the units. Air circulation is nccesaar) to maintain

ghoul the area heated and eliminate

temperatures al various levels) Good prac*

I a minimum of three air changes per hour. Where
involved, the volume ot space be Urn the highest

dating 'he required air change Air

than three times Afl houi are often required

. entilation or unusual oon-

pc ol unit fitted to the construe-

iters are suitable

industrial buildings, particularly where the

teet and obstructions will not

tftl How of air Adjustable louvers in

SI required.

be installed so that the air flow

!!ow of adjacent units I he

flow should be positioned so as to produce an ail Stream moving

in the same general direction around the outer walls of the build

ing to give a wiping effect.

For industrial buildings with high crane rails OI ceilings I

than average, and where obstructions to horizontal air Mow are

encountered, the Downblast vertical unit he.itei provides more

effective air distribution. Downblast units should be located so

that the discharge air patterns overlap to avoid uneven heating

Ihev are extensively, used lor waim an blanket ing.of large doot

openings. Depending on the mounting height and types ol diffuse!

accessor) used, it is possible to pattern the an flow tioin a high.

m vertical column of wann air to I low. widelv spread dil

fused pattern.

I he type Of OCCUpanC) of the building will have consult.'

H| on the number of units and location-

Lges requiring temperaturea in the neighborhood

ol 60 1 would have the leas! number ot unil 1 I.k

tones involving bench woik leqiiuing higher tempei at in cs and

even heal distribution would require | grcalei number ol units,

Where the occupancy rate il hi el tal in the IOCS

tion of the unit heaters as well as selection of the diflusei tO SVOid

. tionahle drafts of air upon the woikers.

'

FIGURING AIR CONDITIONING

•
t he

I

n in a

• v un-

usual heat producen whk I

tion sl total

; the

requirements ol > comfort cool

COOLING LOAD ESTIMATE FORM
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4

M

writ *f N»«t G*i*
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF COOLING LOAD ESTIMATE FORM
The numbered paragraphs below refer to the item numbers in

the Cooling Load Estimate Form above. Where variable factors

may apply, the proper values may be read from Tables A through

E, following these instructions.

1. Insert the number of persons to normally occupy the space

after the air conditioning is installed. Use the largest number
which would be present for at least 15 minutes' duration.

2. Insert the maximum total square feet of window area on any

one wall of the space exposed to direct sunshine. Refer to Table

A and select the proper factor.

3. Insert the total number of watts in use, including the watts

consumed by all electrical equipment. For electrical motors, fig-

ure by horsepower and enter under item 4.

4. Use Table B for calculating the heat load due to gas and elec-

trical motor-driven apparatus. Include such items as glue pots, gas

burners, power tools, electric typewriters and office machines.

5. Insert the total square feet of windows not included in Item 2.

In Table C select the factor for these windows under the Design

Outside Dry Bulb Temperature. Design Outside Dry and Wet
Bulb Temperatures may be obtained from page 47.

COOLING LOAD FACTORS FOR ESTIMATE FORM

6. Three lines are provided in this item as several wall construc-

tions may be used on a particular space. In each case subtract

the area of the windows from the total wall or partition area

and insert the total net wall or partition areas. In Table C select

the proper wall or partition factor shown under the Design Tem-

perature already established from 5 above.

7. Insert the total square feet of floor area. Refer to Table C
for the factor to be inserted in the space indicated.

8. Insert the total square feet of ceiling area. Refer to Table C
for the factor which fits the conditions of the building. Adjust

this factor if ceiling is insulated and insert the factor or adjusted

factor in space indicated.

9. Use Table D for calculating the ventilation or infiltration

cfm. The total number of occupants must equal those used in

item 1 . Refer to Table E and select the factor shown under the

Design Outside Wet Bulb Temperatures. See page 47.

10. Add. This total is the Btu per hour cooling load. An Air

Conditioner or combination of units with capacity equal to or

greater than this load may be selected from Table F to obtain

comfort conditions within the space.

Windows Exposed to Sun-Solar Radiation Factors for Different Orientations to be Inserted at A

Direction Windows Face SW

Clear Glass (Single or Double) No Protection.

Shaded Completely by Awnings
Light Colored Inside Shades or Venetian Blinds.

Glass Brick No Protection

110
30
65

180
50
110
72

160
45
95
64

105
30
60
42

160
45
95
64

180
50

110
72

110
30
65
44

Other Heat Sources to be Inserted at B

Machinery (Motor in room to be conditioned) Motor HP
(This factor is an average for various sized motors)

Gas Burners Btu/cu. ft. >

(Btu per cu. ft. for various gases: Producer 150; Manufactured 535;

Natural 1000.)

Miscellaneous Heat Load (Figured individually)

_Btu/hr.

_Btu/hr.

Add and insert total at B
_Btu/hr.
_Btu/hr.

Windows, Walls, Floors and Ceiling Transmission Factors for Various Outside Design Temperatures— Insert at C

Outside Dry Bulb °F B6 87 88 89 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 99 100 101 102 103 104

Windows (No Sun)
Walls-Heavy Masonry
Walls—Average Masonry
Walls— Insulated Masonry or Frame
Walls-Average Frame
Partition-Inside, Single Thickness
Partition-Inside, Double Thickness
Partition-Display Window Back
Glass Brick (No Sun Exposure)
Floor .

Ceiling Under Unventiluted Attic*

Ceiling Under Ventilated Attic*

Ceiling Under Flat Roof*
Ceiling Under Occupied Floor*

Adjust factor selected from this table if Ceiling is insulated. Example: 4'

1" Insulation-0.4 X = -
2 " Insulation-0.3 X .

2

3
1

2

5

3

11

4
2

11

7

13
2

9
3

3

2

3

5

3
12
4

2

11

7

13
3

10
3

3

2

3

6
3

13
5

2

11

11

3

14
3

3

2
3

7
4

13
5

2

12

8

14
3

4
2

4
8

4
14
6
3

12
9

15
3

14
4
4
3

4

8
4

15
6
3

12
10
15
4

20 21 22 23 24

4
4
3

4
8
5

15
7

3

13
10
15

5

5

3

5

10
5

17

8
4
13
11

16
5

5

5

3

5

10
6

17
8

4
13

11

16
5

5

6

4

6
11
6

18
9

4
14
12
17

5

6

6
4
6

12
6

19
9

4

14
13
17
6

6

6

4

6
12
7

19
10
5

15
13
18
6

6

7

4
7

14
7

20
10
5

15
14
18

6

26
7
7
5

7

15
8

21
11

5

16
15
19
7

-0.2 X Selected Factor = Adjusted Factor.

4" Insulation-0.2 X

Ventilation or Infiltration Quantity to be Inserted at D

Calculate Requirements for Both Ventilation and Infiltration, and Use Larger Quantity Cu. Ft per Minute (CFM). Use No Less CFM than Required
H

by Local Ordinance, and no less than amount drawn from space by exhaust fans if used.

SMOKING
None
Light

Heavy

Ventilation Requirements

No. OCCUPANTS
. X V

X 15

X 40

Infiltration

(H) = Room Height (L) = Length (W) = Width (G) = Wall Factor

Room with one outside wall (G) = 1

Two outside walls (G) = 1.5

Three or more outside walls (G) = 2

c F M _ (H) x(L) X(W) X(G) =
60

Ventilation or Infiltration Factor for Various Outside Design Temperatures in °F,W.B. to be Inserted at E

Outside Wet Bulb

Factor

64 65

1

66

3

67

5

69

11

70

14

71

17

72

20

73

23

74

27

75

30

76

33

77

37

Selection of Size of Air Conditioner to Meet Requirements in Item 10,

Cooling Units Size Westinghouse Type

24,000
36,000
60,000
96,000

2 hp
3 hp
5 hp

7.5 hp

SU-21
SU-31
SU-51
SU-81

Cooling Units Size Westinghouse Type

123,000
174,000
208,000
272,000

10 hp
15 hp
20 hp
25 hp

MU-101
LU-550
LU-640
LU-850

1

Combinations of several smaller units are frequently more desirable than a single unit of larger capacity because of their greater flexibility.

For convenience the following general figures are provided for quick estimating only:

88,K, <&SB-,"B
: ::::S3SS SS3Sa £ S5 SSAaa--^^^-"SiSSE! 8?.! SS

|

Top Floor of Buildings!
'.'.'.'.'.'.'. One Ton per 250-300 sq. ft.
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PROPERTIES OF FREON-12 REFRIGERANT • LIQUID AND SATURATED VAPOR

56

58

60

62

64

Reprinted by permission from ASRE Refrigeration Fundamentals, 1951.

USEFUL EQUIVALENTS

liquid Vapor Enthalpy, datum —40 F

Temp
F

Preuure
jp vol

cull/lb

sp vol

eg ft /lb

Btu per lb

pilo pi'g Liquid Vapor

- 40 9,317 10.96* .01057 3.911 0.00 73.50
- 30 12.02 5.45* .0107 3 088 203 74.70
- 28 12.62 4.23* .0107 2950 2.44 74.94
- 26 13.26 293* .0107 2.820 2 85 75.18
- 24 13.90 1.63* .0108 2.698 3.25 75.41

- 22 14.58 0.24* .0108 2.583 3.66 7564
- 20 1528 0.58 .0108 2.474 4.07 75.87
- 18 16.01 1.31 .0108 2.370 4.48 76.11
- 16 16.77 2.07 .0108 2.271 4.89 76.34
- 14 17.55 2.85 0109 2177 5.30 76.57

- 12 18.37 3.67 .0109 2.088 5.72 76.81
- 10 1920 4.50 .0109 2.003 614 77.05
- 8 20.08 5.38 0109 1.922 6.57 77.29
- 6 20.98 6.28 .0110 1.845 699 77.52
- 4 21.91 7.21 .0110 1.772 7.41 77.75

- 2 22.87 8.17 .0110 1703 7.83 77.98
23.87 917 .0110 1.637 8.25 78 21

2 24.89 1019 .0110 1.574 8.67 7844
4 25.96 11.26 .0111 1.514 9.10 78 67

5t 26.51 11.81 .0111 1.485 932 78.79

6 27.05 12.35 .0111 1.457 9.53 7890
8 28.18 13.48 .0111 1.403 9.96 7913
10 29.35 14.65 .0112 1.351 10.39 79.36
12 30.56 1586 .0112 1.301 10.82 79.59
14 31.80 17.10 .0112 1.253 11.26 79.82

16 33.08 18.38 .0112 1.207 11.70 80.05
18 34.40 19.70 .0113 1 163 12.12 8027
20 35.75 21.05 0113 1.121 12.55 80.49

22 37.15 22.45 .0113 1.081 13.00 8072
24 38.58 23.88 0113 1043 13.44 8095

26 40.07 25.37 .0114 1.007 13.88 81.17
28 41.59 26.89 .0114 .973 14 32 81.39
30 43.16 28.46 .0115 .939 14.76 81.61

32 44.77 30.07 .0115 .908 1521 81.83
34 46.42 31.72 0115 .877 15 65 82,05

36 48.13 33.43 .0116 .848 16.10 82.27
38 49.88 35.18 .0116 .819 1655 8249
40 5168 36.98 .0116 .792 17.00 8271
42 53.51 3881 0116 767 17.46 82.93

44 55.40 40.70 0117 .742 1791 83 15

46 57.35 42.65 .0117 .718 18 36 83 36
48 59.35 44.65 .0117 .695 18.82 83.57

50 61.39 46.69 .0118 .673 19.27 83 78

52 63.49 48.79 .0118 652 19.72 8399
54 65.63 50.93 .0118 .632 20.18 84.20

1 Atmosphere = 14.696 psi = 29.921
in. Hg. = 33.934 ft. water

.4912 psi

Hydrostatic water pressure psi ==

height in feet x .434

1 calorie = .003968 Btu.

(Calorie = Heat required to raise 1

gram I

1 Btu. = 252 calories (gram) (15 C)
1 Btu. = Heat required to raise 1 lb.

water l F

1 Btu. = 778.26 ft. lb. = .00039 hp-hr.

1 Btu per min. = 17 6 watts
1 cubic inch = 16.39 cubic centime-

ters

1 cubic inch = 01639 liters

1 cubic meter — 35 32 Cu

1 cubic meter = 1.308 cu. yd
1 cubic yard = 7645 cubic meters
1 inch = 2 54 centimeters
1 kilometer - 0.6214 miles
1 sq centimeter = 0.1550 sq in.

1 sq in. = 6 452 sq centimeters
1 watt = 00134 hp
1 foot lb per second = 0.001818 hp
1 Joule = 1 watt second = .738 ft lb

52

1 kw-hr. = 3413 Btu.

1 hp. = 746 watts = 33,000 ft. lb

per min. — 550 ft. lb. per second
1 hp-hr. = 2,544 Btu.

1 year = 8,760 hours {365 days)
1 Radian = the arc whose length is

equal to the radius = 57 3 deg. of

angle. Circumference = 2n radians
n = 3.1416

D = diameter
Circumference of a circle = nD
Area of a circle = tiD- = 7854D-

4

Area sphere = -nD-

Volume sphere = nO 3 = .52360

6
Area of triangle = 12 altitude x base
Volume of cone = area of base x l 3

altitude = 1 0472,- altitude

Area of trapezoid = 1 2 (sum of par-
allel sides) x altitude

Volume of pyramid = area of base x

1 3 altitude

"1828

Log, X - 2 30259 log ..X

ELECTRICAL FORMULAE
AMPERES, HORSEPOWER, KILOWATTS AND KVA

Required
Direct

Current

ALTERNATING CURRENT

Single

Phase
*T*o-Phott

4-W.re
Three Phase

Amperes when
hp is known

Amperes
when Kilowatts

are known

Amperes when
kva is known

Kilowatts

kva

Horsepower
Output

hp x 746
EXT,

kw x 1000

E

1 x E

1000

1 » E x n,

746

hp x 746
E x n x PF

kw x 1000
ExPF

kva x 1000

E

1 x E x PF

1000

1 x E

1000

1 x E x r\ x PF

746

hp x 746
2 x E x r\ x PF

kw x 1000

2 x E x PF

kva x 1000
2x E

1 x E x PF x 2

1000

1 x E x 2

1000

1 x E x 2 x r) x PF

746

hp X 746
1 73 x E x r\ x PF

kw x 1000

1.73 x E x PF

kva x 1000
1 73 x E

1 x E xPFx 1 73

1000

1 x E x 1 73

1000

1 x E x 1 73 x n x PF

746

I = Amperes hp = Horsepower
E = Volts Power Factor
T) - Efficiency expressed kw = Kilowatts

as a decimal kva = Kilovolt-Amperes
*ln two phase, 3-wire circuits, the current in the common conductor
is 1 41 that m either of the other two conductor
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THE WESTINGHOUSE PSYCHROGRAPH
The medium through which air condition-

ing is accomplished is air. In order to use this

medium to its best advantage, its properties

must be understood. Detailed and exact in-

formation must be available so that the proper

determination of amounts of air, humidity

and temperature conditions required for a

specific application may be made.

The American Society of Heating & Ven-

tilating Engineers sponsored a research proj-

ect to determine the thermodynamic proper-

ties of air. This information has been put in

chart form by Westinghouse and is valuable

as an application tool. The use of the West-
inghouse Psychrograph is illustrated by the

six examples below:

EXAMPLE I -GENERAL
Given: Dry Bulb Temperature—88°

Wet Bulb Temperature—73°

Find: (J ) Percentage Relative Humidity
(2) Grains per Pound
(3) Dew Point

(4) Enthalpy
(5) Volume

Solution: Locate the point of intersec-

of the slant line representing the 88* dry
bulb temperature and the vertical line rep-

resenting 73° wet bulb temperature. The
relative humidity is read on the curved line

as 50%. By projecting up to the right the

grains per pound is read as 100. Projecting

down to the left along the constant grains

per pound line to the saturation line read dew point temperature of 67.2°

on the wet bulb or dry bulb scale. Projecting down the 73° wet bulb line

read enthalpy as 36.8 Btu per pound of dry air. By interpolation between
volume lines the volume is read as 14.1 1 cubic feet per pound of dry air.

EXAMPLE II -DENSITY
Given: Mixture of air and water vapor at

77° dry bulb and 65% relative humidity.

Find: Density of mixture.

Solution: At the state point read 90 grains

per pound of dry air and 13.80 cubic feet

per pound of dry air. Density is the recip-

rocal of specific volume. Specific volume
of a mixture is the cubic feet of mixture in

one pound of mixture. Volume as read
from the chart must be converted to cubic
feet per pound of mixture. Pounds of

90
water vapor = = 0.0128 pounds,

7000
where 7000 grains = 1 pound.

13.80
1 3.62 cubic feet per pound of mix-Then specific volume

:

ture. Density — -

1+0.0128
1 1

zz 0.0734 pounds per cubic foot.

specific volume 13.62

EXAMPLE III -SENSIBLE AND
LATENT HEAT CHANGE

Given: Point • 70" dry bulb, 45% rela-

tive humidity, (57° wet bulb)
Point (2< 45° dry bulb, 90% relative

humidity, (43.5° wet bulb)

Find: Sensible and latent heat change

Solution: Locate points CD and ©. A line

drawn between the two state points repre-
sents the ratio of removal or addition of
sensible heat only to the total heat change
involved. By carrying a line parallel to line

to the heat ratio reference center
the heat ratio is read as 0.82. The enthalpy
at 57°WB, point is read on the en-
thalpy scale as 24.5 Btu per pound of dry

air. In the same manner read 16.9 Btu per pound of dry air at 43.5° W.B.
The total heat change is then 24.5 — 16.9 = 7.6 Btu per pound of dry air.

The sensible heat change is then 7.6 x 0.82 = 6.2 Btu per pound of dry
air. The latent heat change is equal to the difference between total heat
change and the sensible heat change = 7.6-6.2 = 1.4 Btu per pound
of dry air.
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EXAMPLE IV-MIXTURE
(Approximate Solution)

Given: 10,000 cfm of air at point ®, 80°

dry bulb, 50% relative humidity mixed
with 5000 cfm of air at point ®, 95° dry
bulb, 75° wet bulb.

Find: Conditions of resulting mixture,
point X.

Solution: When mixing any two vol-

umes of air at different state points, the

condition of the mixture will fall along a

straight line joining the two state points,

provided the line does not pass through the

saturation curve. Draw a line connecting
state points ® and ©. Calculate the dry

bulb temperature t x , at the final condition of the mixture:

r cfm 2 "I T5000 "I

tx = t, + _ x (t2-tx) = 80 + x (95-80) =85°
L total cfm J L 15000 J

Establish this point on line®-©. The remaining final conditions of the

mixture can be determined as in example I: wet bulb = 69.6°, relative

humidity = 47%, grains per pound = 85, dew point = 62.6°, enthalpy =
33.7 Btu per pound, volume = 13.99 cubic feet per pound of dry air.

EXAMPLE V- HEATING PROCESS
Given: A ir is heated by a steam coil from

41° dry bulb and 80% relative humidity
to 70° dry bulb. No moisture is added or
removed.

Find: (I) Percentage Relative Humidity
at final condition

(2) Wet Bulb Temperature at final

condition

(3) Dew Point at final condition

(4) Heat added per pound of dry air

Solution: Since no moisture is added, this

is a sensible heat change only and the proc-
ess follows a constant grains per pound
line. At 41° dry bulb and 80% relative

humidity, point ©, read 14.4 Btu per
pound and 30 grains per pound. The final

state point of the process is 70° dry bulb
and 30 grains per pound. At this state point read enthalpy of 2 1 .4 Btu per
pound. The heat added per pound of dry air = enthalpy at © — enthalpy
at © =21.4—14.4 = 7.0 Btu per pound of dry air. At final condition
read relative humidity = 27%, wet bulb = 51.9° and dew point = 35°.

EXAMPLE VI - COOLING AND
DEHUMIDIFYING PROCESS

Given: Air cooled from 80* dry bulb and
66° wet bulb to 45° dry bulb and 95%
relative hum idity

.

Find: Net refrigeration effect per pound
of dry air.

Solution: Locate the two state points ©
and ®. The line ® — ® is a graphical
representation of this process. At point

j

read enthalpy, h, ss 30.8 Btu per pound of
dry air and 74 grains per pound, and at

point © enthalpy, h 2 = 17.3 Btu per pound
of dry air and 42 grains per pound. Net
refrigeration effect = h, — h* = 30.8 -
17.3 — 13.5 Btu per pound of dry air.



GRS OF VAPOR PER LB OF DRY AIR—sO

WESTINGHOUSE
PSYCHROGRAPh

Copyright 1949 by

Westinghouse Electric Corporation

Based upon original chart by
A. M. NORRIS

Saturated and dry air data from
Chapter 3, Table 1. Heating, Ven-
tilating, Ail Conditioning Guide °> /

1948. Uaed by special permission.

BULB TEMPERATURE
BAROMETER 29.92
INCHES MERCURY
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25.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 45,0

ENTHALPY (TQTAt_ H£flT) BTU PER PQUNO OF DRY AIR
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50.0 55.0
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MEAN EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE CHART

10^ ^10

8

MEAN EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE DIF-
FERENCE (M.E.D.)

may be obtained, for any two tempera-
ture differences, not exceeding a 10 to 1

ratio, from this chart.

Mark one temperature difference on
the left scale, the other on the right
scale, connect the two points marked
by a straight line, and read the M.E.D.
on the center scale.

If one, or both temperature differences
are greater than 10.0 F, divide both
temperature differences by a common
divisor, use chart as directed above,
and multiply reading from chart by the
same divisor to obtain M.E.D. DIVI-
SOR MUST BE SELECTED SO
THAT BOTH TEMPERATURE DIF-
FERENCES PLOTTED ARE BE-
TWEEN 1 F AND 10 F.

if-9

8

rl

-5

-4

-3

a

+2
1.9

i.e

1.7

1.6

1.5

1.4

1.3

1.2

I.I

I

COPYRIGHT 1952 BY
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

CORPORATION

EXAMPLES

-

#1 Determine M.E.D. for tempera-
ture differences of 2.2 F and 7.9 F.

Mark 2.2 F on left scale, 7.9 F on right

scale, draw straight line between the
two points and read M.E.D. =z 4.45 F
on center scale.

#2 Determine M.E.D. for tempera-
ture differences of 18.0 F and 7.5 F.

Since 18.0 is beyond the range of the
scale, divide both temperature differ-

ences by a common divisor -try 3.0.

Plot on left scale 18.0 F/3.0 = 6.0 F,

and 7.5 F/3.0 = 2.5 F on right scale.

Draw straight line between plotted
points and read 4.0 on center scale.

Multiply reading by the same divisor
to obtain actual M.E.D.; 4.0 F x 3.0 =
12.0 F. If divisor of 5.0 were used,
18.0 F/5.0 = 3.6 F would be plotted
on the left scale, 7.5 F/5.0 = 1.5 F on
right scale, and 2.4 F read on the center
scale. M.E.D. would be 2.4 F x 5.0 =
12.0 F.
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Main Plant and Headquarters, Hyde Park, Boston, Massachusetts

PUTTING AIR TO WORK SINCE 1860

The products portrayed in this catalog have one common denominator—each of them

puts air to work for industry. Take any item that is manufactured in this country

today and you can safely say that, somewhere in the process, air has been used to

speed output, improve quality or effect production economies.

Mechanical air handling has come a long way from its first practical application —
when Benjamin Franklin Sturtevant put air to work with the invention of an exhaust

fan to collect and remove the shavings flying from a wood lathe cutting shoe pegs.

The intervening years have seen the applications multiply to include ventilating,

heating, cooling, air conditioning, power production, drying, conveying, dust and

fume removal, and finally electronic air cleaning. Today, comfort, health and safety—

as well as a multitude of manufacturing processes—depend on the Westinghouse-

Sturtevant equipment that industry uses.

More than anything else, the name Sturtevant in air handling grew through the pio-

neering of every major advance in fan design as well as fan application. Quality has

meant something, too, as attested by the service records of fans and other air handling

equipment still going strong after 40 or even 50 years of the toughest service.

That is the background of the products made by the Sturtevant Division of the

Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Painstakingly designed and carefully manufac-

tured, they offer you the advantages of putting air to work with the most complete

line of air handling, air conditioning, and air cleaning equipment available from a

single manufacturer with a single equipment warranty.
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